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I. INTRODUCTION

At United Nations conferences and in other international fora, many diplomats and NGOs have called for prohibiting or severely limiting firearms possession by “non-state actors.” Use of the phrase “non-state actors,” however, reveals a profound misunderstanding of the nature of sovereignty. While the phrase implies that sovereignty belongs to the government, sovereignty properly belongs to the people and is merely delegated by them to the government. In this article, we examine the connection between arms possession and sovereignty and we detail the horrible violations of human rights that have so often resulted from the prohibition of guns to “non-state actors.” From ancient Athens to modern Zimbabwe, weapons bans for “non-state actors” have often led to human rights abuses by illegitimate governments; these abuses are perpetrated against the legitimate sovereigns: the people of the nation.

When Confucius was asked what would be the first step if a government sought his advice, he answered that “[i]t would certainly be to rectify the names. . . . If the names are not correct, language is without an object.”1

The modern push for civilian gun prohibition—for banning gun ownership by “non-state actors”—is based on the faulty premise that “the government” is equivalent to “the state.” To the contrary, as the Declaration of Independence teaches, it is a self-evident truth that governments are created by the people of a state, in order to protect the human rights of the people.2 As sovereigns, the people have the authority to change the government when they determine that the government is no longer fulfilling its function of protecting the people’s rights. The people are the only true and legitimate rulers of a state, and the government is only their instrument and servant. To the extent that a government is not founded on the consent of the governed, it is illegitimate. As a United States federal district court put it, “the people, not the government, possess the sovereignty.”3

2. THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 2 (U.S. 1776).
At the 2001 United Nations Small Arms Conference, Iran took the lead in promoting a ban on weapons supplies to “non-state actors.” The “non-state actors” clause would require vendors “to supply small arms and light weapons only to governments, or to entities duly authorized by government.” The clause would make it illegal, for example, to supply weapons to the Kurds or religious minorities in Iran, even if Iranian persecution or genocide drove them to forcible resistance. The clause would have made it illegal for the United States to supply arms to the oppressed Kurds and Shia of Iraq before the Saddam Hussein regime was toppled.

Had the “non-state actors” provision been in effect in 1776, the transfer of firearms to the American patriots would have been prohibited. Had the clause been in effect during World War II, the transfer of Liberator pistols to the French Resistance, and to many other resistance groups, would have been illegal.

At the U.N. Conference, the United States delegation stood firm against the “non-state actors” clause, rejecting compromise efforts to revise the language or to insert it into the preamble of the Program of Action. Although Canada pushed hard, the U.S. would not relent. U.S. Under-Secretary of State John Bolton pointed out that the proposal “would preclude assistance to an oppressed non-state group defending itself from a genocidal government.”

U.N. Deputy Secretary-General Louise Frechette (of Canada) explained that in some parts of the world, an AK-47 could be obtained for $15 or a bag of grain. Small-arms “proliferation erodes the authority of legitimate but weak governments,” she complained.

---


7. Id.


U.S. delegate Faith Whittlesey replied that the U.N. “non-state actors” provision “freezes the last coup. It favors established governments, while taking away rights from individuals. It does not recognize any value higher than peace, such as liberty.”10

According to the United Nations, any government with a U.N. delegation is a “legitimate” government. This U.N. standard conflicts with the Declaration of Independence’s standard that the only legitimate governments are those “deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed.”11

Mao Zedong once observed that “[p]olitical power grows out of the barrel of a gun.”12 American Federalist Noah Webster would have agreed. Arguing in 1787 for adoption of the proposed American Constitution, Webster urged Americans not to worry that the new federal government could become a military dictatorship, for “[b]efore a standing army can rule, the people must be disarmed.”13 Not all governments that have disarmed the people have become dictatorships, but dictatorship is rarely present without an attempt by the government to obtain a monopoly of arms. Let us study some examples.


The highest priority of freedom-loving people is liberty, even more than peace.

The small arms you demonize often protect men, women and children from tyranny, brutality and even the genocide too frequently perpetrated by governments and police forces. The world’s numerous dictators would be delighted to stem the flow of small arms to indigenous freedom fighters and civilians alike to minimize any resistance.

The right of individual self-defense in the face of criminal intimidation and government aggression is a deeply held belief of the American people dating back to 1776, when small arms in the hands of private individuals were the means used to secure liberty and independence.


11. THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 2 (U.S. 1776).

12. Mao Tse-Tung, Problems of War and Strategy (Nov. 6, 1938), in 2 SELECTED WORKS 224 (Foreign Languages Press 1961–1965) (“Every Communist must grasp the truth, ‘Political power grows out of the barrel of a gun.’”).

13. NOAH WEBSTER, AN EXAMINATION INTO THE LEADING PRINCIPLES OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION 43 (1787).
II. ANCIENT GREECE

In *The Republic*, Plato explained his theory for why societies always progress from oligarchy (rule by a small group of elite rich) to democracy (rule by the people) to despotism (rule by a single man). At each step, the control of arms is essential. In an oligarchy,

> [t]hey next proceed to make a law which fixes a sum of money as the qualification of citizenship; the sum is higher in one place and lower in another, as the oligarchy is more or less exclusive; and they allow no one whose property falls below the amount fixed to have any share in the government. These changes in the constitution they effect by force of arms, if intimidation has not already done their work. 

Plato pointed out one of the disadvantages of oligarchy:

> Another discretable feature is, that, for a like reason, they are incapable of carrying on any war. Either they arm the multitude, and then they are more afraid of them than of the enemy; or, if they do not call them out in the hour of battle, they are oligarchs, indeed, few to fight as they are few to rule.

Eventually, the oligarchy is supplanted by democracy, “whether the revolution has been effected by arms, or whether fear has caused the opposite party to withdraw.” In other words, either armed revolution or the credible threat of armed revolution causes the oligarchy to lose its power. But after a while, the people succumb to demagoguery, and a tyrant arises. The tyrant does not begin his worst abuses until after he has disarmed his victims. In *The Republic*, which is a series of teacher-student dialogues, the teacher explains:

> Teacher: . . . [T]hen the parent [the people] will discover what a monster he has been fostering in his bosom; and, when he wants to drive him out, he will find that he is weak and his son [the tyrant] strong.

> Student: Why, you do not mean to say that the tyrant will use violence? What! beat his father if he opposes him?

---

15. *Id.* at 324–25.
16. *Id.* at 325–26.
17. *Id.* at 334.
Teacher: Yes, he will, having first disarmed him.18

In Plato’s ideal state, the one-man rule of a tyrant is replaced by the one-man rule of a philosopher-king. The king uses a professional military/policemen class, the Guardians, to keep everyone else in line. Like the people of the former Soviet Union, the common people of Plato’s ideal state would be trained periodically (once a month) in use of arms, but would have no right to arms, and arms would be centrally stored in state armories.19

In Plato’s Utopia, “no man, and no woman, be ever suffered to live without an officer set over them, and no soul of man to learn the trick of the doing one single thing of its own sole motion, in play or in earnest, but, in peace as in war, ever to live with the commander in sight . . . .”20

Plato’s most important philosophic descendent is the German, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770–1831). Hegel provided the intellectual foundation for fascism, seeing the state as sacred, and the individual as absolutely subservient to the state.21

Aristotle, like Plato, considered arms a fundamental source of political power; however, unlike Plato, Aristotle wanted ordinary people to possess this power. In The Politics, Aristotle argued that each citizen should work to earn his own living, should participate in political or legislative affairs, and should bear arms.22

Aristotle criticized the theory of another philosopher, Hippodamus, who wanted a strict division of roles between skilled labor, agriculture, and defense: “But the husbandmen have no arms, and the artisans neither arms nor land, and therefore they become all but slaves of the warrior class.”23

Aristotle considered the possession of arms synonymous with possession of political power: “when the many administer the state for the common interest, the government is called by the generic name—a constitution . . . .”24

18. Id. at 353.
20. Id. at 335.
23. Id. at 37.
fighting-men have the supreme power, and those who possess arms are the citizens."\textsuperscript{24}

Aristotle linked the development of democracy with military innovations making foot soldiers relevant: "But when cities increased and the heavy armed [as opposed to the cavalry] grew in strength, more had a share in the government; and this is the reason why the states which we call constitutional governments have been hitherto called democracies."\textsuperscript{25}

It was inevitable to Aristotle that control of arms would lead to control of the state, "since it is an impossible thing that those who are able to use or to resist force should be willing to remain always in subjection[.] . . . those who carry arms can always determine the fate of the constitution."\textsuperscript{26}

Arms were essential to any good government:

Let us then enumerate the functions of a state, and we shall easily elicit what we want. . . . [T]irdly, there must be arms, for the members of a community have need of them, and in their own hands, too, in order to maintain authority both against disobedient subjects and against external assailants.\textsuperscript{27}

It was hardly surprising to Aristotle that dictators always disarmed their subjects: "As of oligarchy so of tyranny . . . . Both mistrust the people, and therefore deprive them of their arms."\textsuperscript{28} Sometimes the disarmament was not accomplished directly, but instead by encouraging people to neglect arms training:

The devices by which oligarchies deceive the people . . . relate to . . . the use of arms[,] and gymnastic exercises. . . . Concerning the possession of arms, and gymnastic exercises, they legislate in a similar spirit [i.e., trying to keep the poor from participating]. For the poor are not obliged to have arms, but the rich are fined for not having them; and in like manner no penalty is inflicted on the poor for non-attendance at the gymnasion, and consequently, having nothing to fear, they do not attend, whereas the rich are liable to a fine, and therefore they take care to attend.\textsuperscript{29}

Theorizing that the people who bear the burdens of government should be the ones who run the government, Aristotle wrote that "The

\textsuperscript{24} Id. at 61.
\textsuperscript{25} Id. at 101.
\textsuperscript{26} Id. at 168.
\textsuperscript{27} Id. at 167.
\textsuperscript{28} Id. at 137.
\textsuperscript{29} Id. at 100–01.
government should be confined to those who carry arms.”\textsuperscript{30} The early American Republic essentially reflected this scheme; the group of people liable for militia duty was roughly the same as the group of people eligible to vote.

In \textit{The Athenian Constitution}, written about 350 B.C., Aristotle gave a political history of the city-state of Athens.\textsuperscript{31} Rediscovered in the late 19th century, \textit{The Athenian Constitution} provides historical evidence for Aristotle’s theory that tyrants aim to disarm the people.

In the sixth century B.C., a tyrant named Pisistratus took over Athens.\textsuperscript{32} Aristotle explained how the tyrant obtained absolute power by disarming the people of every city he controlled:

After his victory in the battle at Pallene he captured Athens, and when he had disarmed the people he at last had his tyranny securely established, and was able to take Naxos [a Greek island] and set up Lygdamis as ruler there. He effected the disarmament of the people in the following manner. He ordered a parade in full armour in the Theseum [a temple], and began to make a speech to the people. He spoke for a short time, until the people called out that they could not hear him, whereupon he bade them come up to the entrance of the Acropolis, in order that his voice might be better heard. Then, while he continued to speak to them at great length, men whom he had appointed for the purpose collected the arms and locked them up in the chambers of the Theseum hard by, and came and made a signal to him that it was done. Pisistratus accordingly, when he had finished the rest of what he had to say, told the people also what had happened to their arms; adding that they were not to be surprised or alarmed, but go home and attend to their private affairs, while he would himself for the future manage all the business of the state.\textsuperscript{33}

Pisistratus was succeeded by his son Hippias.\textsuperscript{34} Hippias’s younger brother Hipparchus was assassinated.\textsuperscript{35} “At first the government could find no clue to the conspiracy; for the current story, that Hippias made all who were taking part in the procession leave their arms, and then detected those who were carrying secret daggers, cannot be true, since at that time they did not bear arms in the processions, this being a

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{30} \textit{Id. at 101.}
\textsuperscript{31} ARISTOTLE, THE ATHENIAN CONSTITUTION (Frederick G. Kenyon, trans. 1901), available at http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/athenian_const.html [hereinafter ATHENIAN CONSTITUTION].
\textsuperscript{32} See id. at Parts 14, 15.
\textsuperscript{33} See id. at Part 15. Pisistratus maintained a peaceful foreign policy, “probably because he dared not allow the Athenian citizenry to bear arms in a major war.” Peisistratus, in 9 ENCY. BRITANNICA 242–43 (15th ed. 1998).
\textsuperscript{34} See ATHENIAN CONSTITUTION, supra note 31, at Part 18.
\textsuperscript{35} Id.
\end{flushleft}
custom instituted at a later period by the democracy. In other words, carrying arms during a parade was an activity of freemen in a democracy, not of the subjects of a tyrant.

After Athens’s defeat by Sparta in the Peloponnesian War, Sparta appointed the Thirty Tyrants to rule Athens in 404 B.C. Among this group of thirty was a long-time Athenian politician Theramenes, who had negotiated the peace with Sparta, but who opposed the more extreme measures of the Thirty. Aristotle explained how the Thirty Tyrants consolidated power, and how disarmament prepared the way for direct military rule:

Thereupon the Thirty decided to disarm the bulk of the population and to get rid of Theramenes; which they did in the following way. They introduced two laws into the Council, which they commanded it to pass; the first of them gave the Thirty absolute power to put to death any citizen who was not included in the list of the Three Thousand, while the second disqualified all persons from participation in the franchise who should have assisted in the demolition of the fort of Etioneia, or have acted in any way against the Four Hundred who had organized the previous oligarchy [which had ruled in 411 B.C.]. Theramenes had done both, and accordingly, when these laws were ratified, he became excluded from the franchise and the Thirty had full power to put him to death. Theramenes having been thus removed, they disarmed all the people except the Three Thousand, and in every respect showed a great advance in cruelty and crime. They also sent ambassadors to Lacedaemonian [Sparta] to blacken the character of Theramenes and to ask for help; and the Lacedaemonians, in answer to their appeal, sent Callibius as military governor with about seven hundred troops, who came and occupied the Acropolis.

Let us now see if the views of Plato and Aristotle (and Mao and Webster) about the relationship of arms and sovereignty are true today.

III. MAINLAND ASIA

At the U.N. Small Arms Conference, Nguyen Thanh Chau, representing Viet Nam’s communist dictatorship, which shot its way into power, called for “a comprehensive approach to the prevention, reduction and eradication of the illicit trade in small arms and light

36. Id.
37. See id. at Part 34.
38. See id. at Parts 34, 36.
weapons at all levels.\textsuperscript{40} One of the dominos that fell during the Vietnam War illustrates what can happen when the people have no arms.

\textbf{A. Cambodia}

The French colonial government introduced gun control in Cambodia when the puppet kings Sisowath and Monivong, Sisowath’s son, proclaimed various Royal Ordinances. The first, in 1920, restricted gun carrying.\textsuperscript{41} A subsequent law, established in 1938, set up a rigorous system of gun licensing.\textsuperscript{42} By 1956, gun possession for self-defense, target-shooting, or collecting was banned.\textsuperscript{43} Hunters were the only non-government individuals allowed to possess firearms, and a hunter could own only one gun.\textsuperscript{44} The laws were apparently motivated by fears of Comm-unist and other anti-colonial insurgencies, and remained in effect after Cambodia was granted independence in 1953.\textsuperscript{45}

When the Khmer Rouge took power in 1974, they did not enact any new gun laws; in fact, they created no laws at all, other than a new constitution.\textsuperscript{46}

As detailed in the book \textit{Lethal Laws}, immediately after the Khmer Rouge came to power, they began to work intensively to round up firearms in private hands.\textsuperscript{47} One Cambodian woman recalled the soldiers’ search for private arms:

Eang watched soldiers stride onto the porches of the houses and knock on the doors and ask the people who answered if they had any weapons. “We are here now to protect you,” the soldiers said, “and no one has a need for a weapon anymore.” People who said

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{41} JAY SIMKIN ET AL., \textit{LETHAL LAWS} 305 (1994).
\textsuperscript{43} Cambodian Penal Code Art. 322, 323 (1956), \textit{reprinted in} SIMKIN ET AL., \textit{supra} note 41, at 318.
\textsuperscript{44} Royal Ordinance No. 55, \textit{supra} note 42, at 320–21.
\textsuperscript{45} SIMKIN ET AL., \textit{supra} note 41, at 305.
\textsuperscript{47} SIMKIN ET AL., \textit{supra} note 41, at 306.
\end{flushright}
that they kept no weapons were forced to stand aside and allow the soldiers to look for themselves.

. . .
. . . The round-up of weapons took nine or ten days, and once the soldiers had concluded that the villagers were no longer armed they dropped their pretense of friendliness.
. . . The soldier said that everyone would have to leave the village for a while, so that the troops could search for weapons; when the search was finished, they could return.48

As soldiers forced people out of their villages and cities, the soldiers searched them thoroughly and confiscated all weapons and foreign currency.49 To the limited extent that Cambodians owned guns through the government licensing system, the names of registered gun owners were, of course, available to the new government.50

Cambodia’s current, non-genocidal, Communist dictatorship of Hun Sen does not trust its people with arms any more than its Khmer Rouge predecessor did. At the U.N. Conference, Sar Kheng, Cambodian Minister of the Interior, called “illegally held arms”—i.e., all civilian arms—“major obstacles to efforts to reconstruct and rehabilitate the country and to the building of democracy and respect for human rights.”51 He explained:

The Government of Cambodia has designated management of all arms and explosives as its major task, and has instituted several measures, such as collecting and confiscating all arms, explosives and ammunition left by the war; instituting practical measures to reduce the reckless use of arms; and strengthening the management of weapons registration. Those who possessed weapons during the civil war wish to continue possessing them for self-protection. On the other hand, criminals have no intention of giving up their weapons, because they need them to carry out their criminal offences. However, with assistance from the European Union and from non-governmental organizations (NGOs), there has been some

49. SIMKIN ET AL., supra note 41, at 306.
50. Id.
success in raising the awareness of the problem among a majority of Cambodians.\textsuperscript{52}

More than 112,000 light weapons, together with several tons of arms, explosives, and ammunition, have been collected.\textsuperscript{53} Over half of those weapons and some 4,000 landmines have been crushed and burned in public ceremonies under the slogan “Flames for Peace.”\textsuperscript{54}

Although the current Cambodian government is not engaged in genocide, it is a dictatorship with a poor human rights record.\textsuperscript{55} The United Nations and the European Union are both promoting gun-surrender programs in Cambodia, and these programs amount to neo-colonial assault on the sovereignty of the people of Cambodia, carried out (as most neo-colonial programs are) with the connivance of a local elite that holds power by force of arms.\textsuperscript{56}

\section*{B. China}

After taking power at the barrel of a gun, Chairman Mao disarmed the Chinese people, while claiming to rule in their name. He thereafter perpetrated the largest mass murder in the history of world, killing approximately twenty million people.\textsuperscript{57} The current dictatorship in China extols Mao as a “Great Leader” who made a few mistakes.

Far from being a “dictatorship of the proletariat,” since 1949 China has been a dictatorship of a self-serving, rapacious, wealthy, and hegemonic elite. The government is so afraid of common people that it never holds elections and the press is rigorously censored. China’s very repressive gun controls authorize the death penalty for “serious” cases of illegal gun sales or possession.\textsuperscript{58}

Though Germany has acknowledged the shameful horrors of the Nazi era and South Africa’s Truth Commission has investigated the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item For details, see the Human Rights Watch reports on Cambodia, available at http://www.hrw.org/asia/cambodia.php. Among other things, Human Rights Watch has noted “cases of political violence, arbitrary restrictions on public rallies and party meetings, unfair and unequal access to the broadcast media, and numerous violations of the election law.” Human Rights Watch, Coercion, Threats, and Vote-Buying in Cambodia’s National Elections (July 2003), at http://www.hrw.org/backgrounder/asia/cambodia/elections.htm.
\item See Kheng, supra note 51.
\item See SIMKIN ET AL., supra note 41, at 187.
\item See Decision of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress Regarding the Severe Punishment of Criminals Who Seriously Endanger Public Security (Sept. 2, 1983), \textit{reprinted in SIMKIN ET AL., supra note 41, at 227.}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
apartheid era, China’s continuing failure to confront its own culture of government-sponsored violence and genocide is one reason why the thuggish Chinese “government” is not a member of the community of civilized nations.

C. Japan

Contemporary Japan demonstrates that disarmament does not necessarily lead to dictatorship or genocide. Nevertheless, Japan’s history shows that when the people are disarmed, a dangerous government can abuse not only its own people, but those of other nations as well.

As Japanese historian Hidehiro Sonoda explained, the military was able to dominate Japan in the 1920s, 30s, and early 40s partly because “[t]he army and the navy were vast organizations with a monopoly on physical violence. There was no force in Japan that could offer any resistance.”

The military dictatorship of the 1920s was simply following the precedent of the dictator Hidéyoshi, who disarmed Japan in 1588 with the Sword Hunt. He did so because, as he put it, the possession of weapons by peasants “makes difficult the collection of taxes and tends to foment uprisings.” What happened after the Sword Hunt was consistent with the theory in Plato’s The Republic and Aristotle’s The Politics: when a group of people is deprived of a role in the armed defense of a society, they will eventually be deprived of any role in governing that society.

In The Samurai: A Military History, Stephen Turnbull wrote:

Hidéyoshi’s resources were such that the edict was carried out to the letter. The growing social mobility of peasants was thus flung suddenly into reverse.

... Hidéyoshi had deprived the peasants of their weapons. Iéyasu [the next ruler] now began to deprive them of their self respect. If a peasant offended a samurai he might be cut down on the spot by the samurai’s sword.

Mary Elizabeth Berry explained in her book, Hidéyoshi:

61. Id.
62. See supra Part II.
63. Turnbull, supra note 60, at 190.
The mounted magistrates who rounded up everything from muskets to daggers changed men’s thoughts about themselves. Farmers had borne arms for centuries and taken part in the contests that helped fix the rights of lordship. Their military role brought political influence and obscured class boundaries. A pivotal member of his community by the warring-states era, the armed peasant symbolized opportunity. The confiscation of his weapons, far more than a “hardship,” altered a condition of life.64

Disarmed, the Japanese peasantry lost any role in governing their nation.

IV. THE PACIFIC

A. East Timor

On May 20, 2002, a new nation was born: East Timor.65 Slightly larger than the state of Maryland, the island of Timor lies in Southeast Asia, 400 miles northwest of Australia. The Portuguese first visited the island in the early 1500s.66 Beginning in the 18th century, the Dutch competed with the Portuguese for control of Timor.67 In the middle of the 19th century, they divided the island between them. When the Dutch East Indies gained independence in 1949 as the nation of Indonesia, West Timor was absorbed into Indonesia and Portugal retained the eastern part of the island as its colony.

The Portuguese occupation of Timor was characterized by exploitation of its people through oppressive taxation, forced labor, and other human-rights abuses. Portugal’s harsh treatment of the Timorese led to widespread resentment, and eventually, violent rebellion.68 Although Portugal was able to suppress the rebellions, resistance continued.

The Carnation Revolution, a relatively nonviolent military coup, toppled Portugal’s fascist government on April 25, 1974.69 The new government in Lisbon was dedicated to democracy and to the decolonization of Portugal’s overseas territories.70 Thirsting for freedom, the Timorese leadership began preparing for liberation. As

64. MARY ELIZABETH BERRY, HIDÉYOSHI 104 (1982).
67. Id. at 4–5.
68. See id. at 9–12.
69. Id. at 25.
70. See id. at 25–43.
President Kay Rala Xanana Gusmão wrote of those days, “[o]ur only ideology was *ukun rasik an*, self-determination.”\(^{71}\) From Gusmão’s perspective, the only choice the Timorese had was between freedom and total extermination.\(^{72}\)

When Portugal abandoned its colonies in 1975, the people of Portuguese Timor (hereinafter known as “East Timor”) rapidly asserted their sovereignty, and declared independence.\(^{73}\) But independence was to be short-lived, as there was insufficient time for the revolutionaries to gain international recognition as a nation and insufficient time for the creation of an armed force to protect its sovereignty.

Nine days after the Carnation Revolution, Indonesia annexed East Timor while claiming the tacit approval of President Gerald Ford and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.\(^{74}\) According to secret documents made public on December 6, 2001 by the National Security Archive at Georgetown University, former Indonesian President Suharto told Ford and Kissinger: “We want your understanding if we deem it necessary to take rapid or drastic action [in East Timor].”\(^{75}\) Ford replied, “We will understand and will not press you on the issue.”\(^{76}\)

On December 7, 1975, Indonesia invaded.\(^{77}\) Within six months, there were 40,000 Indonesian troops in East Timor.\(^{78}\) At this point, what was the legal status of the East Timorese resistance? Were they the legitimate defending force of a sovereign country resisting invasion by another sovereign nation, or were they non-state actors resisting those who claimed to be the legitimate sovereign government? Considering that the East Timorese fighters were plainly acting to defend human rights against killers, why should their rights

\(^{71}\) XANANA GUSMÃO, *To Resist Is to Win* 34 (Sarah Niner ed., Jose Luis Perestrelo Botelho et al. trans., 2000).

\(^{72}\) See id.

\(^{73}\) See id. at 36–37 (“There was a need to make a unilateral declaration of independence, and it would be made public the following afternoon [Nov. 28, 1975]. It was a simple ceremony of the poor country that we were, facing a war of invasion that was burning the first pieces of our Homelands. It was a ceremony we stole from the enemy and if there was any joy it was hidden in our hearts, a treasure that was hard to share. People’s faces showed general apprehension that reflected the seriousness of the situation, and nobody asked about the future . . . I filmed the ceremony. [Australian journalist] Roger East asked if he could release the film in Australia; stupidly, I said no.”).

\(^{74}\) See Roy Eccleston, *US Supported Timor Invasion*, *The Weekend Australian*, Dec. 8, 2001 at World 10 (describing the assent of President Ford and Secretary Kissinger to Indonesia’s invasion of East Timor, in addition to use of U.S. military equipment).

\(^{75}\) Id.

\(^{76}\) Id.

\(^{77}\) TAYLOR, *supra* note 66, at 200.

\(^{78}\) Id. at 80.
under international law depend on whether the label “non-state actors” was attached?

The armed occupation lasted twenty-four years. In an attempt to bring East Timor to its knees, Indonesia resorted to forced sterilization (paid by for the World Bank),79 mass starvation, rape, murder, torture, and conventional and napalm bombing directed at isolated villages, most of which were leveled to the ground.80 Between 1975 and mid-1999, more than 200,000 East Timorese—nearly a third of its pre-invasion population of 700,000—had been killed.81 The overwhelming majority of casualties were civilians. It is estimated that 120,000 East Timorese were killed by Indonesian troops or starved to death in just the first few years of the invasion.82

United Nations resolutions quickly demanded that Indonesia withdraw all its forces from East Timor.83 The resolutions were consistently ignored by Indonesia, and East Timorese civilians continued to be murdered.

Even so, Timorese resistance stiffened. In spite of the resources expended by Indonesia to prosecute the war, a cost of up to one million dollars a day, the Armed Forces for the National Liberation of East Timor (Falintil) waged a successful guerrilla campaign using weapons left over from the days of Portuguese rule, or stolen from Indonesian troops.

In the eyes of the United Nations, however, once those arms fell into the hands of Falintil, they crossed the line from what the United Nations defines as “licit” guns into “illicit” guns—for these guns were now owned by “non-state actors.” The implication is that “non-state” guns will be used in a criminal fashion, whereas “state” (actually, “government”) guns will be used properly. Yet as Charles Scheiner, National Coordinator for the East Timor Action Network, correctly pointed out: “The guns used by the Indonesian military to kill 200,000 East Timorese civilians were almost all ‘legal,’ but “the line between legality and illegality is irrelevant to the victims . . . .”84
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Transfers to “non-state actors” armed Falintil. Measured against U.N. standards, the Falintil guerrillas were in unlawful possession of the firearms they used to defend their country and their people when there was no one else to do so.

According to the U.N. Institute for Disarmament Research, “[t]he ready availability of weapons makes it far too easy for sub-state groups to seek remedy for grievances through the application of violence . . . .” In other words, the United Nations was upset that it was “far too easy” for Falintil to resist Indonesia’s genocide. Although the United Nations did offer “resolutions” telling Indonesia to get out of East Timor, those words were meaningless without the force supplied by Falintil’s “illicit” arms.

James F. Dunnigan, editor of StrategyPage.com, pointed out why Falintil—a guerrilla army comprised of both men and women, equipped with only small arms and support from the civilian populace—prevailed against the might of Indonesia:

The basic idea behind guerilla war is to keep your force intact, not to fight the enemy. Guerillas who keep those priorities straight are successful. The East Timor separatists used a sound strategy, and eventually, the situation became intolerable for the occupying power . . . . That was how the American Revolution was fought. Washington didn’t have to win, or even fight, battles, he just had to keep the Continental army intact until the British parliament got tired of paying for the North American war.

In 1999, the Indonesian government, headed by B. J. Habibie, finally agreed to an East Timorese vote on self-determination: autonomy under Indonesian rule, or complete independence.

Indonesia, though, had merely changed tactics. The Sydney Herald detailed Indonesia’s “three-pronged attempt” to sabotage the referendum process: “to first destabilise the situation in East Timor sufficiently to prevent a referendum; second, to terrorise the population sufficiently to ensure a pro-integration outcome in case a

87. E-mail from James F. Dunnigan, Editor-in-Chief, StrategyPage.com, to David Kopel (Feb. 23, 2002) (on file with authors).
referendum takes place; and third, to ‘Timorise’ the conflict by presenting to the world a picture of ‘warring Timorese factions.’”

Accordingly, the Indonesian military set about training “militias” in East Timor. These bore no resemblance to genuine militias, which consist of citizen-soldiers defending their homeland. Indonesia’s “militias” were really armed gangs of thugs targeting acts of mayhem, rape, and intimidation at anyone believed to be in support of independence. While Jakarta tried to cast Falintil as the cause of continued violence in East Timor, it was evident that the Indonesian army and its “militia” thugs orchestrated the violence.

In April 1999, Indonesian Foreign Minister Ali Alatas demanded that the East Timorese give up their arms as a pre-condition for peace. East Timor resistance leader Xanana Gusmão refused. He reiterated that Falintil guerrillas were never involved in acts of terrorism but had always acted in self-defense. They should therefore be treated as “an army of liberation and not as a band of bandits.” Gusmão did, however, agree to a U.N.-brokered compromise between East Timor and Jakarta: Falintil and the Indonesian militias were to

91. Although the sovereign states of the world accepted the fiction portrayed by Jakarta, it was clear that Falintil and the East Timorese were indeed the victims. See Timor Governor’s Sentence Upheld, BBC NEWS (Apr. 12, 2004), at http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/asia-pacific/3619487.stm.

The Supreme Court in Indonesia has upheld a three-year jail sentence against an ex-East Timor governor for failing to stop the violence in 1999. The verdict means he will be the first Indonesian official to be punished for the bloodshed, which swept East Timor during its vote for independence. Jose Abilio Osorio Soares is accused of crimes against humanity . . . . Elements within Indonesia’s powerful military did what they could to derail East Timor’s 1999 referendum on independence. Their actions included setting up militias to try and intimidate the East Timorese into voting to stay part of Indonesia. After it became apparent that the vote was overwhelmingly in favour of independence, the militias and their sponsors went on a rampage. The United Nations estimates more than 1,000 people were killed at the time.
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refrain from carrying weapons except in designated areas called “cantonments.”

While Falintil remained passive in accordance with the truce, the Indonesian military continued to encourage militia misbehavior, leaving the undefended East Timorese populace easy prey. Because independence depended on the referendum, which in turn depended on the cantonment of Falintil, East Timorese leaders had no choice.

On May 5, 1999, agreements were signed allowing the referendum to go forward, and on June 11, U.N. Security Council Resolution 1246 formally established the United Nations Mission in East Timor (UNAMET) for the purpose of organizing and supervising the referendum process. The “responsibility . . . to maintain peace and security in East Timor . . . in order to ensure that the popular consultation [i.e., vote] is carried out in a fair and peaceful way and in an atmosphere free of intimidation,” was placed on the Indonesian government.

The Indonesian army and its militias, with a long record of broken promises of non-aggression, now had a monopoly of power in East Timor, and their terror campaign persisted. One knowledgeable Western security expert predicted, “[i]f independence wins, these autonomy guys will go berserk.”

The referendum was held on August 30, 1999. The turnout was huge, and the vote was seventy-eight percent for independence.

Falintil remained in cantonment, muzzled.

Up until the eve of the referendum, the Indonesian military and police continued to promise to curb the violence and to honor a free vote. As predicted, once East Timor voted to cut its ties with Indonesia, the Indonesian military set loose their vengeful “militia”

gangs on a defenseless populace. They hunted down independence supporters and their families and torched villages.\textsuperscript{101}

According to the \textit{New York Times}, one militiaman told the reporter that his orders were “to kill anyone on the street who stood for independence.”\textsuperscript{102} And, he added, “if they could not hold onto East Timor, they would leave behind a wasteland devoid of schools, society, structure or a population.”\textsuperscript{103}

Still, Falintil remained passive.

The extraordinary restraint exhibited by Falintil during the ensuing chaos earned high praise from U.N. officials: “Throughout all this emergency they have not moved . . . . The Indonesians want them to come out and attack so they can blame the chaos on Falintil.”\textsuperscript{104} But Xanana Gusmão resisted the temptation to fight back in justifiable self-defense. In a broadcast aired shortly after the vote, he said: “I appeal to all the guerrillas . . . to maintain your positions and not to react . . . .”\textsuperscript{105}

As the world took notice, international pressure was brought to bear on Jakarta. Three weeks after the referendum, the first wave of Australian, New Zealand, and British troops—the core of the U.N. peacekeeping force—arrived in Dili, the capitol of East Timor. Within a week, 3,000 troops had arrived, with a final target of 8,000.\textsuperscript{106} Finally, the balance of power favored security for the people of East Timor.

Once again, the United Nations ordered Falintil to disarm. Again, it refused. Recognizing the high cost of confiscating Falintil’s weapons, U.N. peacekeepers backed off. On October 5, 1999, Australian Army Colonel Mark Kelly, spokesman for the international peacekeeping-force Interfet, made a face-saving statement: “The ongoing discussions we will have with the Falintil leadership will look towards the eventual disarming. We have got a requirement to disarm those people under our [U.N.] mandate.”\textsuperscript{107}

\textsuperscript{101} See Janine de Giovanni, \textit{East Timor’s Aftermath}, \textit{N.Y. Times}, Oct. 24, 1999, Sec. 6 at 70.
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By December, it was decided that Falintil would be transformed into East Timor’s “legally constituted police force.”\textsuperscript{108} If the United Nations could not disarm Falintil, then it could be legitimised as far as the United Nations was concerned by morphing it into the East Timor Defence Force.

On February 1, 2001, the Falintil guerrilla force became the world’s newest internationally recognized army.\textsuperscript{109} Its mission, as declared by its new commander, Brigadier-General Taur Matan Ruak, was “to guarantee the defence of our homeland, of the new sovereign state of Timor, fully respecting the new democratic institutions and the political representatives democratically elected by our people.”\textsuperscript{110}

Clouding the future of East Timor is Regulation No. 2001/5, “On Firearms, Ammunition Explosives and Other Offensive Weapons in East Timor,” enacted into law on April 23, 2001 by the U.N. Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET).\textsuperscript{111} The United Nations’ determination to disarm civilians finally prevailed.

Incorporated in this document, which reads like an Indonesian army wish-list, is the codification of U.N. disarmament policy. If the regulation stands, it will ensure that, if unstable Indonesian politics leads the large Indonesian army into another assault against tiny and oil-rich East Timor, the Timorese civilians will be forced to sit and wait for protection from a thinly-spread national defense force consisting of only 1,500 men.

Commander Taur Matan Ruak, who has already lived through his country’s hell, recognized the great potential for continuing violence. Three months before the new firearm regulations were enacted, Ruak expressed the belief that East Timor’s “population should defend itself.”\textsuperscript{112}
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B. Bougainville

Struggling against international mining interests and the governments of Papua New Guinea and Australia, the people of the South Pacific island of Bougainville have long been the underdogs in a decades-long battle for sovereignty and self-determination.

Bougainville has been poisoned and plundered. Its people endured a military blockade that prevented food, medical supplies, fuel, and arms from reaching the island; the blockade alone killed nearly ten percent of the island’s population. Most of the casualties claimed by that blockade were not armed combatants, but women and children. The world never saw pictures of the starving children of Bougainville because the blockade blocked out journalists as well.

We started investigating Bougainville when we learned that the Bougainville Revolutionary Army (BRA) had established production of a copy of the M-16 automatic rifle during its ten-year war of independence. That development was revealed to us by an anonymous source present at the U.N. Asia Pacific Regional Disarmament Conference, held in the spring of 2001.

The conference was tightly controlled and neither press nor observers were present. During off-the-cuff remarks delivered at the end of the session’s fifteen-minute “discussion time,” conference participants were informed that BRA insurgents had been fabricating their own guns. Though cut off from imports by the blockade and completely lacking in funds, the BRA made use of material and equipment salvaged from mining operations and materials left on the island after World War II (including machine-gun parts salvaged from wrecks and thousands of tons of ammunition). Initially, the Bougainville Revolutionary Army (many of whom were skilled

---


tradesmen) manufactured crude single-shot firearms, but they soon learned to build more sophisticated guns.115

Any mention of Bougainville was conspicuously absent from the United Nations’ Conference on the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All its Aspects, held just a few months later.116 Widespread knowledge of the Bougainville “problem” and what happened there would have underscored the folly of the proposed standards’ attempting to ban gun possession by “non-state actors.”

Bougainville is an island near Papua New Guinea (PNG) with a population of approximately 200,000. Named for French sailor Captain Louis de Bougainville who established trade with the islanders in 1768, the island of Bougainville is the largest in the Solomon Islands chain.117

For years, Bougainville was controlled by various colonial powers. During World War II, it saw extremely fierce combat as the last Japanese stronghold in the Solomons.118 After the War, Bougainville was placed under Australian control as a United Nations Trust territory.119 Against the wishes of its people, Bougainville found itself ruled by Papua New Guinea in 1975, the year PNG gained independence from Australia,120 despite the fact that the Bougainvilleans are more closely related to the Solomon Islanders culturally, ethnically, and geographically; PNG lies more than 900 kilometers away.121 In defiance, Bougainville declared itself the independent Republic of the North Solomons on September 1, just fifteen days before PNG gained its independence.122

119. Id.
120. See id. at 172–73.
In 1960, copper was discovered on Bougainville, and, in 1963, the mining company that eventually evolved into what today is known as Rio Tinto commenced operations.\textsuperscript{123}

Land is of utmost importance to the people of Bougainville. Inheritance is maintained through the matrilineal clan system, passing from mother, who is both titleholder and custodian of the tribal land, to eldest daughter.\textsuperscript{124}

When, in January 1965, it became apparent that a large open-pit copper mine was to be established in Bougainville, local villagers protested.\textsuperscript{125} A hearing was held in the Warden’s Court in the town of Kiena,\textsuperscript{126} and the court awarded a mining license to Conzinc Riotinto of Australia (a subsidiary of the mining company Rio Tinto).\textsuperscript{127} Under the court’s interpretation of Australian law, what is “on top of the land” belonged to the villagers, but what was underneath—the copper deposits—belonged to the government, and not to the titleholders of the land.\textsuperscript{128} The Court’s ruling ran contrary to traditional Bougainvillean ownership.\textsuperscript{129} It was also contrary to traditional Anglo-American common law, under which subsurface and mineral rights belong to the owner of the surface land.\textsuperscript{130} To the villagers, it was incomprehensible that, after countless generations, the land was no longer theirs.\textsuperscript{131}

When the bulldozers came, Bougainvillean landowning women resisted, some laying down with their babies in front of the machines.\textsuperscript{132} Whereas American media rushed to report the brave, unarmed Chinese student who stood in front of a tank in Tiananmen Square, there were no journalists to document similarly brave acts in Bougainville.

Construction of the mine proceeded, accompanied by chemical defoliation of an entire mountainside of pristine rain forest (i.e. the
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“top of the land,” which belonged to the villagers), and huge amounts of toxic mine waste were dumped onto the land and into major rivers. According to a lawsuit filed in September 2000 in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California, as of 1988, “the mine . . . dug a crater six kilometers long, four kilometers wide and a half a kilometer deep” and had “produced over one billion tons of waste.” Furthermore, the complaint stated: “vast tracts . . . are still barren and devoid of vegetation many years after closure of the mine” and had “produced over one billion tons of waste.” The complaint concluded, “what the people of Bougainville see is one of the worst human-made environmental catastrophes of modern times.”

The mine, however, turned out to be an enormous source of income for Papua New Guinea. Rio Tinto gave the PNG government nineteen percent of the mine’s profits, which, at the time, amounted to one-third of the government’s income—ample incentive for PNG to overlook environmental damage.

In response, Francis Ona, the son of a dispossessed village chief, formed the Panguna Landowners Association (soon to be known as the Bougainville Revolutionary Army). On December 1, 1988, Ona and his followers used explosives stolen from the mining company to destroy a transmission tower that supplied power to the mine, shutting down the mine.

In April 1990, the PNG government, with the assistance of the Australian government, imposed a total blockade of the island in an attempt to reopen the mine and prevent Ona and the BRA from acquiring arms. Nevertheless, it was women and children who were most affected by the blockade: pregnant women died in childbirth and young children died from easily preventable diseases. The blockade
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resulted in the deaths of more than 2,000 children in just the first two years of operation.144

The blockade of Bougainville—which formally ended during a 1994 ceasefire, but which, nevertheless, continued informally until 1997145—was directly responsible for the deaths of an estimated 10,000 people.146 Instead of forcing the populace into submission, the blockade had the opposite effect. In May 1990, Ona declared the independence of the Republic of Meekamui (“The Sacred Island”).147

Meanwhile, control of Bougainville became even more important economically; an aerial survey in the late 1980s had discovered rich deposits of other minerals, including gold and the possibility of offshore oil.148

The United Nations was apprised of events taking place in Bougainville at least as early as 1991.149 That summer, a BRA delegation to the U.N. Committee hearing in Geneva on the Rights of Minorities and Indigenous Peoples accused the PNG government of numerous atrocities committed against the islanders. Amnesty International detailed many of these, including extrajudicial executions, “disappearances,” and ill-treatment during arbitrary arrests and detentions, including of women and children.150

In his address to the parliament of Rwanda on May 7, 1998, Kofi Annan offered an apology: “All of us who cared about Rwanda . . . fervently wish that we could have prevented the genocide . . . [I]n their greatest hour of need, the world failed the people of Rwanda.”151 There was no apology forthcoming for Bougainville, however—just silence, and the determination to disarm the surviving islanders.

To help neutralize the BRA, Papua New Guinea created, funded, and armed the Bougainville Resistance Force (BRF), ensuring its
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loyalty to the central government. PNG then placed a bounty on Ona’s head.

The BRA, however, proved more than a match; they were not only expert guerrilla fighters, but also expert in psychological warfare. According to PNG officer Yauka Aluamo Liria who documented the early years of the Bougainville campaign, it was not long into the fighting that rumors began to spread among the PNG troops about the magical “puri puri” powers possessed by the BRA members from the inner jungles, which enabled them to change into dogs and scout PNG positions, steal weapons, and even kidnap PNG soldiers.

Despite isolation from the rest of the world, and lacking friends, funds, and sophisticated armament factories, the BRA prevailed. They outmaneuvered trained, well-armed soldiers (wielding M79 grenade launchers and mortars), who were backed up by Australian-supplied Iroquois helicopters outfitted with automatic weapons.

Having failed in the military arena, PNG switched tactics. On August 30, 2001, Bougainvilleans who had strong political ties to PNG signed an unrealistic Bougainville Peace Agreement. Bougainvilleans loyal to revolutionary leader Francis Ona did not sign. The agreement put a formal end to hostilities, provided for the establishment of an autonomous Bougainville government, and required a referendum on full independence from PNG within ten to fifteen years.

But the most important part of the Peace Agreement (at least to PNG, Australia, and the United Nations)—and what independence is utterly contingent upon—is the Rotakas Record of May 3, 2001, an agreement that laid out a “phased weapons disposal plan,” which, upon implementation, would result in complete disarmament of the
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Papua New Guinea’s Post-Courier reported some of the Record’s details:

The weapons disposal plan includes . . . collecting all weapons from ex-combatants and locking them in the containers with robust but simple padlocks. The unit commanders will retain the keys and trunks but allow UN officials to verify the exercise.

During the second stage, the weapons would be double-locked in larger containers with one key held by the local commander and one by the UN. 159

And from the Rotakas Record itself:

After the PNG Security Forces withdraw from each command area the Company Commanders shall deliver arms held by them to one central collection point in each command area.

. . . .

The decision on how these weapons should be finally dealt with will be made within one month of the constitutional amendments coming into effect. 160

In short, this means that BRA company commanders must no longer be in control of their weapons. The implied threat is if their weapons are not forthcoming, neither will be the independence referendum. As of April 2004, the referendum has not been held. 161

What is the purpose of disarming a people who are headed toward greater autonomy and freedom? Upon independence, disarmament
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would be a moot point because Bougainville would then be self-governed, and the Bougainvilleans would be free to do whatever they liked, including retaining their arms.

One of the witnesses to the signing of the Bougainville Peace Agreement was New Zealand Foreign Minister Phil Goff, whose country agreed to provide two hundred containers (basically large trunks) for the storage of weapons to be handed in by Bougainvillean ex-combatants. As the first batch of fifteen gun lockers were flown in on November 20, 2001, Goff declared: “The challenge now lies with the Bougainvilleans, particularly ex-combatants, to show their commitment to the Weapons Disposal Plan as expressed in the Bougainville Peace Agreement.”

The real challenge, however, will be to convince Bougainvilleans who had used those arms to halt the plunder of their land, to disarm unilaterally. Francis Ona, whose independence movement still controlled up to twenty percent of Bougainville as of August 31, 2001, refused to participate in the peace process. In June of 1999, a defiant Ona is quoted as stating: “There are thousands of home-made weapons hidden in the villages and they will never be handed back until Bougainville becomes independent.”

In a December 2002 story entitled Peace Secured, the PNG Independent reported that the Plan’s implementation was “gaining momentum” as 105 guns had been surrendered and locked in containers.

PNG’s lukewarm attitude about forgetting past disputes is evident in its treatment of the plaintiffs (Bougainville survivors, including Ona’s father) in the lawsuit against Rio Tinto: PNG threatened them with retribution, including hefty fines and imprisonment of up to five years. While Rio Tinto has belatedly offered the Bougainvillean villagers $14.5 million for reparations, the California lawsuit asks for
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a great deal more.\textsuperscript{168} That settlement would do more than just compensate victims; those dollars would go a long way toward repairing the scar left in the earth by the mining operations.

A year after the lawsuit was filed, the \textit{Post-Courier} reported that PNG was attempting to block the suit by asking the U.S. Government to intervene against the villagers.\textsuperscript{169} In what has been described as “an unprecedented move,” the U.S. State Department notified presiding Judge Margaret M. Morrow for the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California that “[t]he success of the Bougainville peace process represents an important United States foreign policy objective[,] . . . [and the] continued adjudication of the [plaintiffs’] claims . . . would risk a potentially serious adverse impact on the peace process . . . .”\textsuperscript{170}

The process of independence moved another step forward on January 23, 2002, when the PNG parliament unanimously voted in favor of constitutional amendments relating to Bougainville.\textsuperscript{171} One of these amendments would permit Bougainville to become autonomous under PNG, and the other would permit Bougainville to hold its referendum for independence in ten to fifteen years.\textsuperscript{172} Bougainville would be given control of its own foreign affairs, banking system, aviation and shipping rights. Also, the “legislation allows Bougainville to have its own disciplined forces.”\textsuperscript{173}

However, the question arises: if Bougainville is to have its own “disciplined forces,” why should they have to re-acquire weapons, after the second reading in parliament turns the amendments into law? One might also question the intensity of the request that, especially, high-power weapons be turned in; after all, those arms are not being used to commit acts of mayhem upon Bougainville civilians. Those were the weapons that the rebels needed to change the balance of
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power when PNG used helicopters to control the battlefield from above.

Finally, if peace is the real objective, why not disarm all combatants? Why not disarm the aggressors—the governments of Papua New Guinea and Australia—instead of only disarming the victims, who were defending themselves? Why insist on disarmament first, and postpone a referendum on independence for ten or more years, when independence is the key to a lasting peace? Why should the people of Bougainville believe that, once they are disarmed and helpless, the government of PNG will honor its promise ten or fifteen years in the future?

In sum, international attempts to disarm the people of East Timor and Bougainville have encouraged rather than prevented human rights abuses. Disarmament has aided the local governments, which are hostile to the interests of the local people. Guns for “non-state actors” were not the problem in these unhappy islands—government weapons were the real threat.

V. AFRICA

In Africa, as in the Pacific, the denial of arms to “non-state actors” endangers civilians and reinforces the power of dictatorships.

A. Niger

At the U.N. Small Arms Conference, Djbrina Mounouni, Secretary-General of the Nigerian Cabinet, called illicit weapons “a scourge” that causes “drug trafficking, mass displacement, slow economic development and recovery, and the exacerbation of conflicts.”\(^{174}\) He continued: “The Niger has not escaped that fallout, and has suffered armed rebellion for some years now.”\(^{175}\)

The Niger delegate’s speech was a euphemistic reference to the pastoral Tuareg people of northern Niger, in the Sahara, who spent much of the 1990s fighting for their independence from Niger.\(^{176}\)
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Tuareg objected to the extraction of uranium from their region while profits went to people connected to the far-away central government.\textsuperscript{177}

As a condition for staying in Niger, the Tuareg wanted federalism and a degree of regional autonomy. Their desire to leave Niger greatly intensified when in 1984–85 the Tuareg starved en masse due largely to the Niger government’s venality and incompetence.\textsuperscript{178} The central government of Niger, which tends to alternate between military dictatorships and one-party civilian dictatorships, has not offered good opportunities for the people to work within the system.

A report from the European Centre for Conflict Prevention, a pro-disarmament group, describes the problems in Niger candidly, explaining that the United Nations’ solution is to disarm the Tuareg:

> The United Nations has not been directly involved in managing the conflict, but the organisation is dealing with a closely related issue: the proliferation of small arms in the region. In 1993, at the request of president Konaré of Mali, it set up an Advisory Mission on the issue. The mission reported its findings to the Secretary-General in 1996. It identified a variety of causes for the unfettered flow of arms, including political instability, poverty, unemployment, ethnic and religious differences and the spill-over of intra-state conflicts into other states. This was said to apply to most of the states visited during the mission, including Niger.\textsuperscript{179}

What the European Centre and the United Nations—and the disarmament lobby, generally—fail to understand is that in places like Niger, small arms are part of the solution, not the problem. The Niger government’s treatment of the Tuareg only began to improve when the Tuareg were able to initiate an armed rebellion.\textsuperscript{180} One of the reasons that the Niger government never had the opportunity to imitate the policy of the Rwanda government (perpetrating genocide against a disaffected ethnic group) was that the Tuareg were armed.

**B. Angola**

Gaspar Santos Rufino, Vice-Minister for Defense of Angola, presented an articulate defense of the pro-dictatorship position at the
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Small Arms Conference that was similar to that of the Niger representative:

African leaders, in analysing the causes of the proliferation and illicit trafficking of small arms, suggest that Member States and the suppliers should be more transparent in their conduct and go beyond national interests. This means, so far as possible, to impose limits on the legal production of certain basic goods, to exercise rigorous control of their circulation, and even to destroy surplus production of goods. It should be possible to do this with small arms and light weapons, as they are not basic goods and will not be missed by our people.181

Mr. Rufino is the Defense Minister of a Communist dictatorship that was installed by the Cuban army’s small arms and light weapons in 1975–76, and which has permitted exactly one election (criticized by some as fraudulent) in the last quarter-century.182

Rufino complained at the Conference: “In Angola, men with guns in their hands have opposed the legitimate Government for many years. It should be clear that it is imperative to destroy surplus arms, regulate their production in the legislation of manufacturing countries, and sell them to legally constituted and authorized entities.”183

The “men with guns in their hands” were the men of UNITA, one of the groups that, along with Rufino’s Communist organization, fought against the Portuguese colonial regime until Portugal surrendered in 1975.184 Rufino’s side would have lost the civil war which followed, but for Fidel Castro’s modern-day Hessians.

What makes Rufino’s dictatorship—created by Cuban “men with guns in their hands”—legitimate? As Rufino showed, beneath the veneer of humanitarian rhetoric, the objective of small arms prohibition is to ensure that incumbent dictatorships enjoy a monopoly of force.

C. Zimbabwe

In the 1992 book Revolution and Genocide, Robert Melson, a Professor of Political Science at Purdue University, enumerated
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factors that scholars have identified as predisposing a nation towards genocide. These factors include (1) the presence of powerful, ambitious leaders with no compunctions about murdering political opponents; (2) cunning exploitation of internal strife and economic distress for political advantage; (3) use of rhetoric extolling hatred and fear; and (4) the scapegoating of potential victims in order to demonize a minority population—casting the minority as evil and in league with outsiders who are intent on overthrowing the prevailing society.\(^{185}\)

All of this is in play in Zimbabwe today.

 Everywhere the handwriting is on the wall, scrawled in such big letters it is impossible to miss. This reality did not escape one unidentified farmer quoted in the April 18, 2000 London \textit{Daily Telegraph}: “I’m so sad that they have to use us all as scapegoats. It’s almost like the beginnings of genocide.”\(^{186}\)

Until 1980, Zimbabwe was legally considered to be the British colony of Rhodesia, although a white government had declared independence and achieved \textit{de facto} independence in 1965.\(^{187}\) Today, black Africans comprise approximately ninety-eight percent of Zimbabwe’s population. Less than two percent of the population—approximately 70,000—are white.\(^{188}\) The remaining population consists of “Coloreds” (people of mixed racial origins) and Asians.\(^{189}\)

According to \textit{60 Minutes}:

There was a time when the country of Zimbabwe represented the hopes and the aspirations of the entire African continent . . . it had democratic institutions, and blacks and whites lived together in relative prosperity. . . . With independence, [Robert Mugabe] preached conciliation and convinced many whites to stay on and participate in a new democracy. But this past year, things have gone terribly wrong in Zimbabwe. For the first time, President Mugabe is facing tough political opposition and he has reacted by declaring war on the whites he once courted, and on thousands of blacks whose only crime has been to support the political party challenging him. What was once the most promising democracy in Africa is now on the verge of economic collapse and political anarchy.\(^{190}\)

\(^{185}\) See \textsc{Robert Melson}, \textsc{Revolution and Genocide} 5–17 (1992).
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Mugabe has set about killing and terrorizing white landowners and promising their land to his supporters. Genocide against the black population appears imminent.

From its inception as a recognized independent nation, only one man, Robert Mugabe, has ruled Zimbabwe, first as prime minister, and since 1987, as president. Mugabe handily “won” a fourth term as president in 1996. No one dared oppose him in the election; he had already “browbeaten, dismissed and intimidated his rivals.” In the 2002 elections, Mugabe did face substantial opposition, and, according to international observers, he responded by stealing the election.

In 1997, Zimbabwe’s economy “plunged into crisis, creating a need for a scapegoat.” That need intensified when, on February 15, 2000, Mugabe suffered a “crushing . . . blow to his authority”: a constitutional referendum, which would have strengthened his power and allowed him to run the country for up to twelve more years, was defeated. The defeat spurred calls for Mugabe to step aside as leader of his ruling party, Zanu-PF (Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front), even prior to the outcome of the country’s upcoming general elections to be held later that spring. Despite a report in the London Daily Telegraph that “Mr. Mugabe’s quest for a scapegoat is expected to settle on his own MPs,” Mugabe gave “his seal of approval” just two weeks later for government confiscation of white-owned farms. As the March 4 Telegraph noted, “[f]or the seven million Zimbabweans who scratch a living in overcrowded communal areas, the prospect of resettlement on rich farming land is a powerful
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incentive to vote for Mr. Mugabe,"\textsuperscript{200} Kleptocracy—government by thieves—has always been appealing to those who are promised a share of the boodle.

One month later, Mugabe had the country’s constitution amended to allow him to confiscate farms without compensation to their owners.\textsuperscript{201} On June 27, Mugabe emerged “victorious” in Zimbabwe’s general election.\textsuperscript{202}

Mugabe’s war against Zimbabwe’s white farmers, who employ about 330,000 black workers, escalated rapidly. On March 29, 2000, he threatened them with “very, very, very severe” violence.\textsuperscript{203} Then, on April 18, he branded them “enemies of the state.”\textsuperscript{204} Eight months later, he declared that “an ‘evil white alliance’ was working to overthrow all the black governments of southern Africa.”\textsuperscript{205} Mugabe’s condemnation of Zimbabwe’s white farmers as “enemies of the state,” and his linkage of them to an alliance of British “forces of imperialism,” is strongly reminiscent of Nazi rhetoric that preceded the Holocaust, describing a supposed conspiracy of Jews preparing to take over the world.

Thumbing his nose at a November 10 ruling by Zimbabwe’s Supreme Court that his “fast track land seizures” were illegal,\textsuperscript{206} Mugabe defiantly declared that “nothing” would stand in the way of his land theft, which he called a “noble effort to retrieve our heritage”—just as Hitler claimed to be retrieving Aryan heritage from corrupt outside influences.

By January 2001, more than 1,000 white-owned farms had been “illegally occupied,” and Mugabe had “vested all remaining hope of
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political recovery in the seizure of 12 million acres of land from 4,000 beleaguered white farmers."

The land theft was complete by the end of 2002. Although carried out in the name of the poor people of Zimbabwe, the land confiscations were actually a mass theft for Mugabe’s cronies. For example, the Telegraph reported that Mugabe’s wife, Grace Mugabe, evicted an elderly couple from a large farm that she had chosen as a weekend getaway.

The parallel with Hitler’s determination to let nothing stand in the way of holding absolute power by offering promises to restore the glory of the Aryan people is unmistakable. It is of no small significance that Mugabe’s right-hand man, Chenjerai Hunzvi, recently deceased, went by the nickname of “Hitler.” Hunzvi dismissed the nickname as “just a name, like John.”

Hitler Hunzvi, however, was the capable leader of a terrorist group called the Zimbabwe National Liberation War Veterans’ Association (or simply War Veterans). When asked on 60 Minutes if Hunzvi had Mugabe’s support, Mugabe replied, “Yes, of course.” In answer to the follow-up question, “Even though he likes to refer to himself as ‘Hitler’?” Mugabe replied, “Of course. But what is in a name?”

In this case, plenty. The London Observer labeled Hitler Hunzvi “the most feared man in Zimbabwe and one of the most powerful.” According to 60 Minutes, Hitler has threatened that “anyone who resists the farm takeovers will end up six feet under.” When questioned as to why it was necessary to beat up elderly couples on their farms, Hunzvi replied: “The Zimbabwean people are taking back their land. . . . This is a war. It’s an economic war to transform the

---
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means of production. Economic war is more bitter than political war.”215 One of Hunzvi’s aides agreed: “There is no going back.”216

With the help of Hitler Hunzvi, Mugabe set the stage for a continuing campaign of murder and mayhem. His thugs unleashed their terror against the country’s newspapers that dare criticize his regime, and even conspired to have the editor of Zimbabwe’s leading independent newspaper, the Daily News, killed.217 That attempt was aborted at the last minute, when the assassin got “cold feet.”218

In addition to appropriating farm land, Mugabe has threatened to nationalize the country’s mining industry, stating, “After land, now we must look at the mining sector. At the end of the day black people must be able to say ‘Ah, the resources are ours. Our people own the mines. Our people own the industry.’”219 Not that the mining resources would really belong to “black people.” For all practical purposes, the mines, and their profits, would belong to Mugabe himself.

On January 22, 2001, the Telegraph reported that the Chief Justice of Zimbabwe’s Supreme Court, Anthony Gubbay, who is white, had formally requested government protection for the Court.220 Infuriated by its earlier ruling declaring Mugabe’s land grab unconstitutional, Hunzvi and his War Veterans gave the five white Supreme Court justices an ultimatum: resign, or face unspecified consequences. Gubbay’s plea was ignored, and the government responded by launching a new attack on the country’s white judges.221

According to R.J. Rummel, a University of Hawaii genocide scholar, “democracy is a method of nonviolence.”222 Rummel claims that because of the greater decentralization of power that exists in a democratic society, “[I]f the more democracy, the less democide (genocide and mass murder).”223 Nevertheless, while Zimbabwe has been characterized as a democracy, and indeed may once have been,
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clearly that is no longer the case. Government power now resides squarely in the hands of Robert Mugabe and his close-knit cabal of tribal henchmen.

According to the human-rights group Genocide Watch, Zimbabwe is now on the verge of genocide. Using a model created by former U.S. State Department official Gregory Stanton, Genocide Watch has identified six stages that precede genocide. As Genocide Watch explains, Zimbabwe is in the final stage, Preparation, which immediately precedes genocide. Mass deaths and government-sponsored rapes have begun.

For example, as detailed by the New York Times, the Telegraph, and Genocide Watch, so-called “militia” (actually, terrorist gangs) of young men from Mugabe’s political party are gang-raping women and girls in villages that support the pro-freedom Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) Party. The gangs have kidnapped literally thousands of women and are holding them as sex slaves in government camps.

Furthermore, stung by popular rejection in the (stolen) elections, Zimbabwe’s rulers are, according to the Telegraph, talking about “taking the system back to zero”—that is, killing most of the people in Zimbabwe. Before the independent newspapers of Zimbabwe were eliminated, writers worried that Zimbabwe was embarking on a path similar to that of Uganda under Idi Amin in the 1970s.

In 2002, Didymus Mutasa, the organization secretary for Mugabe’s political party (Zanu-PF), announced: “We would be better off with only 6 million people, with our own people who support the liberation
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struggle."\(^{231}\) Conveniently for the genocide planners in Zimbabwe’s government, about five or six million people in Zimbabwe are at risk of famine.\(^{232}\)

The famine in Zimbabwe has little to do with the current drought there, however. During a 1992 drought, Zimbabwe still produced so much food that there was enough left over for export. Rather, the genocide appears to be the deliberate starvation of political opponents, similar to the government-induced famine in the Ukraine in the 1930s.

All of Zimbabwe’s human rights abuses, as well as the Mugabe-clique’s usurpation of the sovereignty from the people of Zimbabwe, are facilitated by strict gun controls on “non-state actors.” As one Zimbabwean farmer who requested anonymity told us in a private communication:

Police may inspect weapons and licenses any time. The big deterrent to shooting anyone, even in self-defense, is that a murder charge is automatic, and the onus is now on you to prove innocence or reduce the charge. . . . And whatever, you are in the wrong. Better to have a black security guard with a weapon. Ninety percent of black Zimbabweans are good people and just want to get on and make a living. The lunatic fringe of racist and get-rich-quickers are killing the country, and only a mass political move by the silent majority will set things right. That is what we have to hang in for.\(^{233}\)

While the country’s besieged, unorganized, and essentially disarmed white farmers are forced to wait their turn to become the next victims of Mugabe’s terror squads, the government has been arming chosen supporters—another element common to pre-genocidal societies. According to the Financial Gazette, “Senior Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) officers have clandestinely released firearms from the police armory to independence war veterans . . . to unleash violence and terror on white-owned commercial farms and against members of the opposition.”\(^{234}\)

In 2000, the Telegraph reported that the Mugabe regime set the stage for intensified oppression by rounding up firearms from future victims:
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Zimbabwe’s white farmers came under renewed pressure yesterday as squads of up to 20 police searched at least 200 properties for illegal weapons.

Chen Chimutengwende, the Information Minister, confirmed that police had orders to scour all 4,000 white-owned farms for unlicensed firearms . . . [and] ammunition. 235

Said one farmer about such an incident on a nearby farm, “Every single square inch of the farmhouse was searched. They even looked under the knickers.” The Telegraph noted, “the police retreated looking ‘disappointed’ after failing to find any illegal weapons.” 236

In Zimbabwe, the British colonial government, through the 1957 Rhodesian Firearms Act, unintentionally created the essential pre-condition for genocide. 237 The 1957 Act closed every “loophole” for the lawful acquisition of firearms that lacked a government paper trail by requiring all transactions go through a licensed dealer. The records of all transactions—the names of licensed gun owners, and details of the firearms they own—go straight to the office of the president, Robert Mugabe.

Of course, the Rhodesian colonial government did not intend for its 1957 firearms registration law to facilitate genocide. Nor did the legislators in Germany’s Weimar Republic intend for their “moderate” gun control laws to be used later by the Nazi government to disarm all opponents of the dictatorship.

D. Uganda

Unlike Niger, Angola, and Zimbabwe, Uganda is taking significant steps towards democracy. Yet even under benign conditions, U.N.-promoted disarmament is endangering the people of Uganda.

“The Ugandan government has established a national body to combat the proliferation of illicit small arms into the country,” announced the U.N. Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
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Affairs on September 24, 2002. The Ugandan National Focal Point (NFP), an agency that coordinates Uganda’s relations with multinational bodies, is responsible for fulfilling the country’s obligation, pursuant to the March 2000 Nairobi Declaration, to reduce the demand and supply of illegal firearms in Uganda. According to

Declaration, illicit small arms have had “devastating consequences . . . in sustaining armed conflict and abetting terrorism, cattle rustling and other serious problems in the region.” On the contrary, it has been disarmament which has been the prime facilitator of state-sponsored terrorism in Uganda.

Occupyng the northeast corner of Uganda are the Karamojong pastoralists, a marginalized minority of about 100,000 people who wander with their cattle from one pasture to another. Comprising three percent or less of the total population of Uganda, the Karamojong belong to a larger group of African peoples called Nilo-Hamites, some of whom live across Ugandan border in Kenya and Sudan. The remainder of the Ugandan population are Bantu. About ninety percent of the country’s inhabitants live in rural areas.

At the heart of the Karamojong pastoral lifestyle is the cow. Through its milk and blood (animals are bled, especially during dry seasons when they do not produce milk), and occasionally its meat, the cow provides the major source of dietary protein. The size of one’s cattle herd demonstrates one’s wealth and determines one’s local political power. In terms of raw purchasing power, two to three cows will buy one AK-47.
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In light of the absence of a strong central government and the easily transportable nature of bovine assets, it should come as no surprise that cattle rustling (with its concomitant social violence) has been a traditional Karamojong activity.\textsuperscript{247}

Ivory hunters and traders first introduced low-quality firearms to Karamojong society in the late 19th century, but firearms were not generally available until the fall of Idi Amin.\textsuperscript{248} The British, who ruled Uganda from 1894 to 1962, were successful at keeping firearms out of the hands of the indigenous population.\textsuperscript{249}

Uganda’s first prime minister, A. Milton Obote, perpetuated British policies, including the gun-control laws.\textsuperscript{250} But pastoralists across the borders to the north and east had access to modern firearms, which facilitated raids on Ugandan herds. While Obote’s armed police were ineffectual in protecting the Ugandan pastoralists, they were nevertheless quite diligent about thwarting the Ugandans’ acquisition of firearms.\textsuperscript{251}

Like most African leaders of his generation, Obote led an independence movement premised on democratic self-rule, but after the movement achieved success, Obote installed himself as dictator for life. In 1966, he suspended the constitution.\textsuperscript{252} On December 19, 1969, Obote used a failed assassination attempt to justify imposing a nationwide ban on the lawful possession of firearms and ammunition. Government officials and other favored individuals were, of course, exempt. Accompanying the ban on non-government-owned guns was a ban on all political parties except Obote’s government party, the Uganda People’s Congress.

In 1970, a new Firearms Act replaced the 1955 British Firearms Ordinance.\textsuperscript{253} The law imposed national firearm registration and gun-owner licensing under exceedingly stringent requirements. In practice, the law was used to make it illegal for anyone to have a firearm, except persons deemed politically correct by the Obote dictatorship.
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A year later, army chief of staff Idi Amin wrested control of the country in a military coup. The ensuing genocide of the Amin regime was perpetrated against a populace whose primitive armaments did not approach the effectiveness of the murderous government. By the time the genocide ended in 1979, the estimated toll was 300,000 slaughtered Ugandans, the Karamojong suffering a disproportionately higher percentage at about 30,000 tribesmen.

In response to Amin’s murderous rule, the Karamojong began producing their own guns by fashioning gun barrels from the steel tubing of metal furniture. The Karamojong used these homemade guns tactically to acquire better and more powerful ones by attacking isolated police outposts where acquisition would not be terribly costly in terms of tribal lives. When the Amin government collapsed and his army fled, military firearms were traded, sold, or lost along the way to local tribesmen, who also found easy access to now-deserted weapons depots.

Firearms thus became plentiful and readily available throughout Karamoja. Inter- and intra-tribal raids—which included cross-border raiding from Kenya and Sudan—were previously fought between warrior herdsmen armed with spears, but were now fought by pastoralists, many of whom were armed with AK-47s. This disturbed a centuries-old balance between previously evenly matched Ugandan tribes. The imbalance fostered the perception of an increase in violence, permitting Ugandan leaders to use the promise of reducing violence as the carrot for disarming the now powerful, albeit poor, minority.

Obote, who was fortuitously out of the country when Amin took control and thus escaped being killed, was restored to power in 1979, after Amin attacked Tanzania and was toppled by the Tanzanian army. Obote again began to attempt to disarm the Karamojong. Obote was too late, for the Karamojong had learned that cows and
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guns are equally indispensable; one needs a gun immediately at hand to protect one’s herd. The Karamojong forcefully repelled Obote’s efforts. The most heavily armed tribes fared the best.

Obote stole the 1980 election, driving his political rivals into rebellion. One of Obote’s rivals, Yoweri Museveni, “went to the bush with 26 other young men and organised the National Resistance Movement and National Resistance Army (NRM/NRA) to oppose the tyranny that previous regimes had unleashed upon the population.” Defeating Obote and seizing power in 1986, President Museveni reconstituted his rebel forces as the new national army.

Like his predecessors, Museveni attempted to subdue the Karamojong. The army’s tactics did not win them any friends. In African Studies Quarterly, Michael Quam explains that, “the soldiers misbehaved, bullying people and looting stores, and generally convincing the Karimojong that their only protection from men with guns lay in keeping guns themselves.” The Ugandan government’s coercive disarmament efforts met with so much resistance that Museveni let the matter drop in 1989.

However, the United Nations soon thereafter began its program to disarm “non-state actors.” On December 2, 2001, Museveni announced a voluntary gun surrender program in Karamoja. Museveni promised the people building materials, farm implements, schools, new wells, and capital investments, all contingent on a successful outcome of the gun surrender program. Yet funds in Karamoja have a habit of being diverted before the ink has dried on the check, and government assurances were met with skepticism.
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As John Robert Otto, an elder Kotido tribesman, said, at least “with
the gun one would be sure of the next day’s meal.”

Museveni also promised trained, armed militias (Local
Defense Units, or LDUs) and army troops for Karamoja. As
Uganda’s government-owned New Vision newspaper reported:

The Army has assured the Karimojong that the UPDF [Uganda
People’s Defense Forces, Uganda’s army] would protect them
against inter-tribal raids and external aggression from the Turkana
of Kenya during and after the disarmament exercise.

“Don’t worry about the cross-border raids by the Turkana
because we have found the medicine to that problem. Just bring the
guns. We know what to do if they disturb you,” [said] the
commanding officer of the 405th Brigade in Kotido, Lt. Col. Patrick
Kiyangi . . .

When the voluntary gun surrender expired on February 15, 2002,
and only a disappointing 7,676 guns (out of a conservatively
estimated 40,000) were collected, Museveni turned up the heat. He
gave the army free rein to switch roles from guardian to terrorist, and
the army launched a “forcible disarmament operation” in Karamoja to
get the rest of the guns. Yet despite the risk of imprisonment, the
remaining gun owners refused to disarm. The Ugandan government
and its army should have known, as the U.N. certainly knew, that
“[d]isarmament without consent is effectively a combat situation.”

To be sure, it was. The UPDF went on a rampage, beating and
torturing Ugandans, and raping and looting at will, all the while using
firearm confiscation to justify the violence. On March 21, 2002,
Father Declan O’Toole, a member of the Mill Hill Missionaries in
Uganda, and his companions were executed by UPDF soldiers
because O’Toole asked the army to be “less aggressive” in the
disarmament campaign. The murderers were apprehended and their
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death sentence was carried out within days, before they could appeal it—and before they could reveal who had given them the order. Just one week after Father O’Toole’s murder, New Vision reported the death of an expectant mother who “died of injuries sustained when a soldier kicked her in the stomach during forceful disarmament.”

Museveni’s answer was to blame the Karamojong, whose torture by the army was the basis for O’Toole’s complaint. According to an article in New Vision, Museveni said, “the best way to stop such incidents in [the] future is for the Karimojong to hand in their guns to eliminate any justification for the UPDF operations in the villages.”

Nevertheless, the Karamojong know that security lies in their own hands. In remote Karamoja, when you discover your cattle are being raided and your wife raped, there is no 911 system to call. Indeed, what exists is a barely functioning phone system, described as “poor and unreliable.”

People who had credulously surrendered their guns were not rewarded with tranquility, but instead found themselves especially vulnerable. As New Vision had earlier admitted, “[m]ost of the people whose cows were taken” in a raid in the recently disarmed Bokora district “had handed in their guns to the government in the on-going disarmament exercise.”

By May 2002, reports of fierce resistance from the remaining armed Karamojong began to trickle out, despite government attempts to suppress knowledge of the resistance and of the army’s brutality. The Catholic Church charges that UPDF troops displaced thousands of residents from Karamoja by torching their homes in the disarmament campaign. By mid-July, the total number of confiscated guns had reached 9,832—only about twenty-five percent of the expected total.
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Now, however—in addition to suffering from cross-border raids from Kenya, from other local Ugandan tribes, and from an oppressive standing army—the partially disarmed Karamojong face an armed invasion by the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA), an insurgency formed two decades ago north of Uganda. Based in Sudan, the LRA, under the leadership of Joseph Kony, have regularly ravaged the Ugandan countryside west of Karamoja and terrorized the people of Uganda. Their activities have increased of late. The LRA, one of numerous movements that came into existence in opposition to Museveni, aims to overthrow him and alleges that he ascended to power through the help of many of those same Rwandans who would ultimately perpetrate Rwanda’s genocide.

To help check LRA incursions to the west, Museveni launched Operation Iron Fist in March 2002, an aggressive campaign that allowed him, with permission from Sudan (which has historically provided a safe haven for the LRA), to cross the border and take the fight to Kony’s base camps. Museveni, however, needed more soldiers there, and he began to redeploy the army, as well as many Local Defense Units, west and north—out of the Karamoja region.

Some of Kony’s LRA rebels found relative safety in the void left by departing Ugandan troops. They also found easier pickings from a partially disarmed countryside. Reports of LRA atrocities in Karamoja included burning, looting, and castration (after which the men were left to bleed to death). Even so, the LRA claims to be a Christian organization.

The assertion by firearm-prohibitionists that fewer guns lead to less violence has not proven the case in Karamoja. Even without recorded statistics, admissions of “insecurity” began to surface despite—or perhaps because of—disarmament efforts. The government-
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287. See Obita, supra note 281.
288. E.g., Charles Opolot, *Will the Karimojong be Safe?*, NEW VISION (Kampala), Jan. 3, 2002 ("The disarmament of the Karimojong gunmen is set to enter a new phase. . . . But the question is: What will life be without guns in the hands of Karimojong pastoralists? . . . The
controlled Ugandan press acknowledged the Karamojong are now “purchasing more guns to replenish those either voluntarily handed [over] or forcefully recovered by the Government.”

Many of these weapons are sold by soldiers and are the very same weapons that they originally confiscated.

Because of the need for Ugandan troops to battle the LRA, the government of Uganda suspended the disarmament program in Karamoja. First Deputy Prime Minister Eriya Kategaya promised, “the disarmament exercise would, however, resume as soon as peace comes to northern Uganda.”

The only uncertainty about that next initiative is when, not if, since the Nairobi Declaration calls for full involvement by the U.N., and specifically for the U.N. “to draw up appropriate programmes for the collection and destruction of illicit small arms and light weapons.”

And whenever the U.N. gets down to the business of civilian disarmament, it pursues that goal relentlessly, no matter what the human or economic costs.

In an address to the African Conference on the Implementation of the U.N. Programme of Action on Small Arms in March 2002, U.N. Under-Secretary-General for Disarmament Affairs, Jayantha Dhanapala, stated: “The threats posed by these [small] arms jeopardize . . . the protection of women, children, and innocent civilians everywhere. . . . [S]o too must we ensure that the global edifice of controls over small arms rests on a foundation of solid ‘grass roots’ support.”

Karimojong have believed for [a] long time that a gun is their only source of wealth and security.”), available at LEXIS, News Library, AFRNWS File; Karimojong Raids Increase, NEW VISION (Kampala), Sept. 26, 2002 (“Local councilors and sub-county chiefs have said cattle rustlers have taken the advantage of lack of security in the area to raid more often.”);

Richard Otin, Elite Karimojong Blamed for Insecurity, NEW VISION (Kampala), Nov. 11, 2002 (“Jie county MP in Kotido district, John Achila, has blamed the increased insecurity in Karamoja on lack of active involvement of the elite Karimojong in peace mobilization. He said the elite Karimojong are engaged more in fuelling ethnic divisions than in mobilizing the local Karimojong in creating peace.”).
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Events in Uganda demonstrate that Dhanapala’s claims run exactly contrary to reality. It was disarmament that facilitated genocide by Idi Amin, and it is the new disarmament campaigns that have brought such terrible suffering to the Karamojong.\footnote{294. David B. Kopel, Lethal Laws, 15 N.Y.L. SCH. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 355, 369–71 (1995) (reviewing Jay Simkin et al., Lethal Laws (1994)).}

The U.N. disarmament vision is to replicate two, three, or more Ugandas all over Africa and the world.\footnote{295. Cf. Ernesto Che Guevara, Guevara: ‘Create Two, Three, Many Vietnams’, 60 THE MILITANT No. 36 (Oct. 14, 1996), at http://www.themilitant.com/1996/6036/6036_33.html (last visited May 20, 2004) (describing how in Guevara’s Cuba and in Communist Vietnam, the people were disarmed so as to prevent resistance to Communist dictatorship).} In Uganda, “disarmament” is a U.N. euphemism for war on the people’s right to protect themselves from predators, including predatory governments, and if the people lose that war, then the next war may be a war of genocide.

VI. EUROPE

A. The Warsaw Pact

1. Afghanistan

The collapse of the Soviet empire did not begin in Grenada in 1983 or in Poland in 1980, but rather in Afghanistan in 1979. In December of that year, General Secretary Brezhnev ordered a surprise attack on the U.S.S.R.’s southern neighbor, in order to prop up a local Communist regime that was on the verge of being overthrown.\footnote{296. See Simkin, supra note 41, at 11.}

The Red Army quickly seized the cities and took control of the government. Most of the world expected that the Soviet conquest would be completed in a matter of weeks, and Afghanistan itself would be absorbed into the U.S.S.R. as a Soviet “republic.” Nevertheless, the Afghans, like the Swiss, are a proud and independent mountain people who have maintained their freedom for centuries through force of arms. The gun culture of Afghanistan is as strong as any on the planet. The Afghans had a long tradition of expert gunsmithing.\footnote{297. See William Borders, Tribesmen in Pakistan Thrive on Making Weapons by Hand, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 2, 1977, at 2; James Wright et al., UNDER THE GUN: WEAPONS, CRIME AND VIOLENCE IN AMERICA 321 (1983).} Using tools inferior to those in the Sears catalogue, Afghan gunsmiths began turning out homemade versions of the Soviet army’s Kalashnikov rifles.\footnote{298. Wright, supra note 297.} Pakistani gunsmiths across
the border found a lucrative business in selling homemade guns to the rebels. The Afghan people also knew how to use the guns. Explained one rebel commander to a New York Times reporter, “All tribesmen are trained in the use of guns from childhood, in their home villages.”

The imperial Soviet army tried every trick in the book: carpet bombing, chemical warfare, anti-personnel explosives disguised as toys for children to pick up, crop destruction to starve the people into submission. Yet the “primitive” mountain people of Afghanistan fought the mightiest army in the history of the world to a draw for seven years. When the United States finally began providing Stinger missiles to the rebels in 1986, the Soviets lost control of the air. The Kremlin acknowledged that its imperial appetite was larger than its imperial capacity, and the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan began.

2. 1989 Revolutions

But it was too late for the Kremlin; the Afghan warriors had already set the dominos of the Soviet empire tumbling. In Poland in the early 1980s, the Solidarnosc—or Solidarity—movement began a social revolution. The Afghan rebels created the essential breathing space for Solidarnosc; the Soviets considered it too difficult to invade Poland while their army was engaged in Afghanistan. Bogged down in an unwinnable war in Afghanistan, the Soviet army was reluctant to undertake an invasion of Poland to crush Solidarnosc. Within the Soviet Union, the failure of the invasion of Afghanistan fanned popular resentment against a regime that had sent its young men to die for nothing. Even Communist Party apparatchiks began to
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302. See TAMAROV, supra note 301.

see that the Soviet military was not an infallible solution to Soviet problems.

In the closing months of 1989, the Soviet imperial decay reached an advanced stage when Communist governments were peacefully ousted in Poland, East Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria. Private gun ownership had little to do with the change of power in these countries. In each country the economy was falling apart, and when the Gorbachev regime told the Eastern European Communists that they were on their own, the Communist governments yielded to the rising tide of popular demands.

Freedom was allowed to come to Eastern Europe in 1989 thanks to the self-restraint of the Soviet army. Freedom could have come a generation ago, but the Red Army repeatedly crushed it—in East Germany in 1953, Hungary in 1956, and Czechoslovakia in 1968. One reason that the Soviet army succeeded in those bloody episodes of subjugation was that the people of East Germany, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia lacked the arms with which to fight a guerilla war. Had the Poles, Czechs, and Hungarians been as well armed as the Afghans, Eastern Europe might not have had to wait until 1989 for the Kremlin’s permission to be free.

Indeed, the best testimony to the power of an armed populace is the vigor with which the Warsaw Pact dictatorships enforced gun control. When the Communists took over Bulgaria on September 9, 1944, they immediately confiscated every weapon in private possession.

In East Germany, private gun ownership was outlawed, though selected members of agricultural collectives were allowed to possess hunting weapons while participating in government-organized collective hunts, under immediate government supervision.

Immediately after World War II, Hungary was governed by a coalition of democrats and Communists. Preparing the way for a total Communist takeover, Laszlo Rajk, the Communist Minister of

308. See Ellen Lenz, East Germans and the Hunt: A Serious Pair: Only Members Can Shoot, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 2, 1979, at 65 (describing a particular hunt under a 1953 hunting law that “permits only members of official collectives to shoot”).
309. Hungary: Hungary Since 1945, in 20 ENCY. BRITANNICA 711 (15th ed. 1998) (Initially, the post-WWII Hungarian “government contained only two communists; its other members were representatives of four non-communist left wing parties.”).
the Interior, ordered the dissolution of all pistol and hunting clubs, as well as of other organizations which might prove a threat to government power.310 Rajk claimed he acted “in order to more efficiently protect the democratic system of the state.”311

Poland, on the other hand, did initially allow limited ownership of registered target guns with a license from the so-called “Citizen’s Militia.”312 However, in December 1981, Poland’s dictator, General Jaruzelski, decided that Solidarnosc had gone too far. He declared martial law, arrested all the pro-democracy leaders he could find, and ordered all firearms and ammunition be turned over to the government.313

3. Romania

Nowhere was gun control fiercer than in Romania.314 The dictatorship of Nicolai Ceausescu used registration lists to confiscate all firearms in private hands. The government also registered (but did not confiscate) typewriters.315

The Ceausescu regime fell when the Romanian army turned against the government and refused to shoot protestors in the streets.316 Had the Romanians been well armed, the population might not have had to endure forty-five years of brutal dictatorship, waiting until the regime alienated even the Communist army officers.
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313. Excerpts From Martial-Law Decree Broadcast Spelling Out Curbs on Poles, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 14, 1981, at A17 (BBC trans.) (“All firearms, ammunition and explosives must be handed in to the civic militia within 24 hours. The carrying of all potentially dangerous weapons is banned.”).
314. See MEHAI ION PACEPA, RED HORIZONS (1987) (high-ranking defector from Romanian secret police describing his years as a close associate of Nicolai Ceausescu).
315. Id. at 199. Ceausescu, the “Comrade Supreme Commander,” enjoyed bear hunting with his Holland & Holland custom British rifle. The Securitate (the secret police) manufactured all of Ceausescu’s clothes for him, including German-style hunting outfits. Each item of clothing would be worn only once, and then burned. Sportsmanship was not Ceausescu’s style. Squads of Romanian forest rangers would spend all their time preparing an area for a bear hunt. The rangers would tie down half of a dead horse near a watering hole. When a large bear began feeding there, the rangers would notify Ceausescu. He would arrive by helicopter at three A.M., and leave with a bear skin by five. Id. at 307. Frustrated by missing a few shots in the dark, Ceausescu had his security forces steal Western military infrared scopes, for his night-time hunting forays. High Communist party officials in other countries, such as East Germany and Czechoslovakia, also enjoyed hunting, and maintained expensive hunting lodges at government expense, while the people went short of meat and fruit. Id. at 370. See AP, Czech Elite Shot Game From Limos, ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS (Denver), Jan. 10, 1990.
In the days following the revolution, Ceaucescu’s secret police, the Securitate, waged a vicious counter-revolutionary campaign against the population, much like the one carried out by Manuel Noriega’s “Dignity” battalions after the American invasion.317 In December 1989, both Panamanian and Romanian citizens took up arms to defend themselves after toppling their dictatorships.318 A fair number of Panamanian citizens already owned guns and were speedily able to form Vigilance Committees to protect their neighborhoods.

Given the complete prohibition of firearms during the decades of Communist dictatorship, it is reasonable to infer that most Romanians had never touched a gun until they picked up a Kalashnikov assault rifle from the dead hands of a Securitate soldier or from an unguarded armory. One can only speculate how many Romanian citizens the Securitate mowed down because the citizens lacked the first idea about how to fire an automatic effectively, how to clear a firing chamber jam, or how to use a rifle sight.

The people of the former Warsaw Pact have been much more successful in creating and sustaining free governments than have the people of Afghanistan. Indeed, for a period, Afghanistan fell under an extremely repressive Taliban dictatorship that worked hard to disarm the people. Today, it remains to be seen whether the people of Afghanistan can build a free society. Yet, if the people of Afghanistan had not been so heavily armed to begin with, both they and the people of Eastern Europe might even today be under the heel of a neo-colonial government subservient to Moscow.

B. Bosnia

“The spread of illicit small arms and light weapons is a global threat to human security and human rights,” insisted United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan.319 But it would be more accurate to say: “The U.N.’s disarmament policy is a global threat to human security and human rights.” It was the U.N.’s lethal policy that was directly responsible for the deaths of thousands of innocents in Srebrenica in 1995.

For orchestrating a vicious ethnic-cleansing campaign that included the slaughter in Srebrenica, ex-Yugoslav president Slobodan
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Milosevic stands accused of genocide and crimes against humanity before the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) at the Hague.\(^{320}\) Reuters has billed the trial, which began on February 12, 2002, and is expected to last two years or more, as “the biggest international war crimes trial in Europe since Hitler’s henchmen were tried at Nuremberg.”\(^{321}\) Milosevic, the first head of state to face war-crimes charges, faces a maximum sentence of life imprisonment. (The tribunal has no death penalty.)

The toll in Bosnia has been estimated at 200,000 dead and one million refugees.\(^{322}\) The carnage included the massacre at Srebrenica in 1995—Europe’s worst atrocity since World War II.

The massacre of more than 7,500 men and boys at Srebrenica garnered worldwide publicity after Bosnian Serb general Radislav Krstic, the senior commander charged with genocide there, was found guilty by the ICTY on August 2, 2001.\(^{323}\) As CNN explained: “Krstic planned and led a week-long rampage in July 1995 in the U.N. declared ‘safe zone’ of Srebrenica in eastern Bosnia, where Muslims had been promised protection by U.N. soldiers.”\(^{324}\) Krstic was given a forty-six-year prison term. (Although the terms “safe area,” “safe haven,” and “safe zone” are often used interchangeably, there are legal distinctions between them; Srebrenica was supposed to be a “safe area.”)

A large share of the blame for Srebrenica was placed on the Dutch government and ill-prepared Dutch “peacekeepers,” as detailed in an April 2002 report by the Netherlands Institute for War Documentation.\(^{325}\) Dutch Prime Minister Wim Kok and his entire cabinet resigned in shame a week after the report’s publication.\(^{326}\)

Located near the eastern border of Bosnia-Herzegovina, the silver-mining town of Srebrenica was once part of the Republic of

---

Yugoslavia. Yugoslavia had been created by the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, and, until the country broke up in 1991,327 it was the largest nation on the Balkan peninsula, approximately the size of the state of Virginia.328

Marshal Tito turned Yugoslavia into a Communist dictatorship in 1945. When Tito died in 1980, his successors feared civil war and instituted a system by which the collective leadership of government and party offices would be rotated annually. But the new government foundered, and, in 1989, Serbian president Milosevic began reimposing Serb and Communist hegemony. Slovenia and Croatia declared independence in June 1991.329

Although Slovenia repelled the Yugoslav army in ten days, fighting in Croatia continued until December, with the Yugoslav government retaining control of about a third of Croatia. Halfway through the Croat-Yugoslav war, the U.N. Security Council adopted Resolution 713 calling for “a general and complete embargo on all deliveries of weapons and military equipment to Yugoslavia” (meaning rump Yugoslavia, plus Croatia and Slovenia).330 Although sovereign nations are normally expected to acquire and own arms, Resolution 713 redefined such weapons as “illicit.”

It was universally understood that the Serbs were in control of most of the Yugoslavian army’s weaponry and that the embargo therefore left them in a position of military superiority. Conversely, even though the embargo was regularly breached, it left non-Serbs vulnerable. The United Nations had effectively deprived the incipient countries of the right to self-defense, a right guaranteed by Article 51 of the U.N. Charter.

Macedonia seceded peacefully from Yugoslavia in early 1992, but Bosnia-Herzegovina’s secession quickly led to a three-way civil war between Bosnian Muslims (“Bosniacs”), Serbs (who are Orthodox), and Croats (who are Roman Catholic). The Bosnian Serbs received substantial military support from what remained of old Yugoslavia


331. U.N. CHARTER, art. 51 (“Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations . . . ”).
(consisting of Serbia and Montenegro, and under the control of Slobodan Milosevic).  

Security Council Resolution 713 now operated to make it illegal for the new Bosnian government to acquire arms to defend itself from Yugoslav aggression. The United Nations told the Bosnian Muslims that they did not need weapons of their own; instead, they would have immediate access to the upper echelons of U.N. and NATO “peacekeeping” forces. As noted in U.N. documents, Bosnia-Herzegovina president Izetbegović “was in favour of the UNPROFOR [United Nations Protection Force] proposal, which, as he understood it, meant that the Bosniacs would hand their weapons over to UNPROFOR in return for UNPROFOR protection.”

The Bosniacs subverted the U.N. arms embargo by importing arms from Arab countries while the United States winked. At the same time, the Bosniacs tried to play the part of good guys, under the theory that they would garner more territory in the long run by being the party that did what the United Nations said. Not until 1995 did the Bosniacs begin to achieve arms parity with the Serbs—and it was the
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With regard to lifting the arms embargo, I have heard numerous American critics say it should have been done early on in the war and that it would have allowed Bosnian government forces to defend themselves. . . . It is necessary, first of all, to ask who first imposed the weapons ban on all of former Yugoslavia and who refused to lift it. The answer to both questions is the UN Security Council, led by its five permanent members. The United States, which voted in favor of the original ban, later reversed itself and lobbied for repealing it, but the other four permanent members (the United Kingdom, France, Russia, and China) did not want to see the ban lifted . . . . Secondly, weapons were coming into Bosnia. They were being smuggled in, not in the quantities the Bosnian government wanted, but the embargo was being violated by many of the same countries that had voted for it, including the United States. The flagrant violation of the arms embargo by the United States with regard to Croatia was later to come out in the newspapers, but the United States also encouraged violations of the arms embargo in Bosnia, if only to minimize the influence of Iran, which was the Bosnian government’s main supplier.
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prospect of impending parity that convinced the Serbs to make a final grand offensive to acquire as much territory as possible before losing their military advantage altogether.\textsuperscript{336} The Srebrenican massacre was one result of the final Serb offensive.

The other policy that proved disastrous was the creation of “safe areas” pursuant to Resolution 819, which was adopted by the Security Council in April 1993.\textsuperscript{337} Safe areas were “regions, which should preferably be substantially free of conflict beforehand, where refugees could be offered a ‘reasonable degree of security’ by a brigade of peacemaking troops.”\textsuperscript{338} The concept of a “safe area,” however, was a pacifist fantasy, with little resemblance to the reality on the ground. Even the U.N. forces were not safe; they could not even protect themselves, let alone anyone else. In fact, they were taken hostage, casually, at will, without resistance, sometimes hundreds at a time.\textsuperscript{339} These U.N. hostages would then be used by the Bosnian Serbs to deter the United Nations and NATO from taking more aggressive action.

While the U.N. peacekeepers had collected some of the Bosniacs’ weapons, the Bosniacs retained the better ones. With those weapons, they attacked Bosnian Serb villages and civilians, returning afterwards to Bosnian “safe areas.” Each successive raid left the Serbs more infuriated. The United Nations was aware of these raids, and was aware that the Bosniacs had sequestered some weapons, but it took no steps to ensure the safety of Bosnian Serb civilians.\textsuperscript{340}

\begin{flushleft}
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[General] Halilović staunchly refused to agree to surrender the enclave [Srebrenica] to the Serbs. He would only go so far as conceding that the Muslim forces in Srebrenica would ‘submit’ their arms to UNPROFOR. At 02.00 on 18 April,
By the summer of 1995, the population of the Srebrenica safe area had swelled with refugees. At the time of the massacre, Srebrenica was an island of Bosniacs in Bosnian Serb territory—an island the United Nations had sworn to protect.

The United Nations, however, would not honor its pledge. As the BBC later reported, “A former United Nations commander in Bosnia has told a Dutch parliamentary inquiry into the Srebrenica massacre that it was clear to him that Dutch authorities would not sacrifice its soldiers for the enclave.” Indeed, on July 11, 1995, Bosnian Serb forces entered Srebrenica without resistance from Bosniac or U.N. forces; scarcely a shot was fired. (The Bosniac general in Srebrenica had recently been recalled by his government, leaving the Bosniac forces leaderless.) Ethnic cleansing and genocide followed.

Knowing that remaining in the U.N. “safe area” would mean certain death, some 10,000 to 15,000 Bosniac males fled into the surrounding forests, escaping to the Bosniac-held town of Tuzla. Only about 3,000 to 4,000 were armed, mostly with hunting rifles; these were the men who survived what has since become known as the six-day “Marathon of Death.” And the rest? Laura Silber and Allan Little, in their book Yugoslavia: Death of a Nation, describe the slaughter in the forest: “Some were killed after having surrendered, believing the UN would protect them . . . Serb soldiers, some even dressed as UN peace-keepers driving stolen white UN vehicles, would guarantee the Muslims’ safety. Then they would shoot.” In this way, over 7,500 men and boys were killed.

[General] Mladić and Halilović reached an agreement. A ceasefire would begin at 05.00 and there would be a freezing of “all combat actions on the achieved lines of confrontation”. Canadian peacekeepers would be allowed to enter the enclave six hours later to oversee the disarming of the Muslims and facilitate the ceasefire. The Muslims had to hand in their weapons within seventy-two hours of the arrival of the Canadians in the enclave . . . Jeremy Blade, an adviser to Owen and Thorvald Stoltenberg (who had replaced Cyrus Vance in the peacekeepers’ team), pointed out to Lord Owen that, fortunately, Mladic’s demand that Muslim soldiers surrender to the Serbs had been kept out of the agreement. But Brade feared that “the correct treatment of Muslim men” by the Serbs would remain a major problem.
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Three months after the massacre at Srebrenica—lightning speed for the United Nations—a unanimous Security Council rescinded its arms embargo against the nations of the former Yugoslavia.\textsuperscript{346}

The U.N. Convention on Genocide, adopted in 1948, makes “complicity in genocide” a punishable act.\textsuperscript{347} The United Nations’ reflexive attempt at disarmament prior to the massacre at Srebrenica might convincingly be argued to fulfill the definition of complicity: “a state of being an accomplice; partnership in wrongdoing.”\textsuperscript{348} Even if not legally complicit, the United Nations undeniably functioned as a facilitator of genocide.

The United Nations can hardly claim ignorance of Serb intent. Prior to Srebrenica, the international body had knowledge of other mass killings committed by the Serbs against the Bosniacs between 1991 and 1994. One of the largest of these occurred in April 1992 in the town of Bratunac, just outside Srebrenica.\textsuperscript{349} There, Serb paramilitaries and special police tortured and killed approximately 350 Bosnian Muslims.

Given that the United Nations was fully aware of Milosevic’s designs for a “Greater Serbia” (incorporating portions of Bosnia), and that the United Nations was fully aware of the disparity in military capabilities between Milosevic and his intended victims, the United Nations had every responsibility to defend the Muslims. If the United Nations could not defend them, it at least had a duty to withdraw the arms embargo immediately and allow Bosnia’s Muslims to defend themselves.

Nor can the United Nations claim ignorance of what happens when victims are abandoned to their oppressors. The Srebrenica scenario is reminiscent of the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, when promises by the United Nations to protect Rwandan civilians proved just as empty.\textsuperscript{350} There, too, U.N. personnel knew that the victim groups had been previously disarmed—in this case, by laws enacted in 1964 and
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Early on in the genocide, thousands of Rwandan civilians gathered in areas where U.N. troops had been stationed, thinking they would be protected. They were not. If the Rwandans had known the U.N. troops would withdraw, they would have fled, and some might have survived. “The manner in which the troops left, including attempts to pretend to the refugees that they were not in fact leaving, was disgraceful,” an independent inquiry later concluded.

In short, the United Nations was aware of Milosevic’s propensity for ethnic cleansing and had ample reason to know its actions would create a situation ripe for genocide. The atrocities at Srebrenica could not have been perpetrated by the Serbs on such a grand scale had not the U.N. and its policies first prepared an enclave of victims, most of them disarmed.

Radislav Krstic has already been sentenced to jail, and the trial of Slobodan Milosevic is proceeding at the Hague—yet upper-echelon U.N. policymakers have escaped accountability for their role in the tragedy. Kofi Annan, who had served during this period as Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations, was presented with the Nobel Peace prize on December 10, 2001; it would have been more appropriate, from a strictly legal viewpoint, if he had been indicted for complicity in genocide. Likewise unsathed is Boutros Boutros-Ghali, Secretary-General at the time of the Srebrenica massacre.

In 1998, three years after the Srebrenica massacre, Kofi Annan offered an apology:

[The United Nations] failed to do our part to help save the people of Srebrenica from the Serb campaign of mass murder. . . .

In the end, the only meaningful and lasting amends we can make to the citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina who put their faith in the international community is to do our utmost not to allow such horrors to recur. When the international community makes a solemn promise to safeguard and protect innocent civilians from massacre, then it must be willing to back its promise with the necessary means. Otherwise, it is surely better not to raise hopes and
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expectations in the first place, and not to impede whatever capability they may be able to muster in their own defence.\textsuperscript{354}

Just months after this show of contrition, Kofi Annan and the United Nations were back at work preventing prospective genocide victims from defending themselves. This time, the victims were the people of East Timor. Left unprotected because their firearms had been sequestered at the behest of the United Nations, the Timorese were attacked by the Indonesian military.\textsuperscript{355}

The fraud of U.N. “protection” was underscored yet again in May 2000. As Dennis Jett explains in \textit{Why Peacekeeping Fails}, Sierra Leone “nearly became the UN’s biggest peacekeeping debacle” when rebels of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) took hostage 500 U.N. peacekeepers.\textsuperscript{356} Human Rights Watch has described the RUF as a “barbarous group of thugs” who “lived off the country’s rich diamond fields and terrorized the population with its signature atrocity of chopping off arms and hands of men, women and often children.”\textsuperscript{357}

Jett continues: “The RUF troops are unspeakably brutal to civilians, but will not stand up to any determined military force. Yet the UN peacekeepers, with few exceptions, handed over their weapons including armored personnel carriers and meekly became prisoners.”\textsuperscript{358} It was only the deployment of Britain’s troops to the former colony that saved civilian lives and averted a “complete UN defeat.”\textsuperscript{359}

It would be difficult to find an organization whose work has facilitated government mass murder of more people, in more diverse locations around the world, than the United Nations has in the last decade. And the United Nations’ current campaign to disarm the world’s peoples suggests that the genocides of the previous decade are to be repeated in many other places in the years to come.

An e-mail we received from a U.S. soldier encapsulates the horrific consequences of the United Nations’ program to disarm non-state actors:

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{list}{\textsuperscript{\arabic{enumi}}}{\usecounter{enumi}}
\item Report—Resolution 53/54, supra note 334, ¶ 503, 504.
\item See supra Part III.A.
\item DENNIS C. JETT, WHY PEACEKEEPING FAILS xii (2001).
\item JETT, supra note 356, at xii.
\item Id.
\end{list}
\end{footnotesize}
In 1999 I spent a year with the peacekeeping mission in Bosnia. I was stationed in the former “safe” area Gorazde. I learned a lot about that war and how the civilians were massacred. One day we were discussing guns and private ownership. In response to the statement that the U.N. believes only the police and military should have guns, a Bosnian exasperatedly asked: “Who do you think slaughtered everyone?”\textsuperscript{360}

Severe restrictions on gun possession by “non-state actors” were a \textit{sine qua non} for genocide in Bosnia. Such restrictions helped maintain Soviet neo-colonial hegemony in Eastern Europe—hegemony that might not have been displaced but for the many guns owned by “non-state actors” in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{361}

\textbf{VII. CONCLUSION}

Like Saudi Arabia’s global funding and promotion of Wahabist indoctrination and concomitant intolerance of all other religions,\textsuperscript{362} the United Nations’ disarmament campaign springs from a sincere belief that some restrictions on civil liberties are in the best interests of the people being restricted. The Wahabis do not trust the world’s people to make religious choices, and the disarmament lobby does not trust the world’s people to make choices about owning a firearm. The result of the Wahabbi campaign and the disarmament campaign is widespread murder by governments and by terrorist groups, and the suppression of human rights.

The explicit principle that sovereignty inheres in the people, not in the government, is at least as old as the great Confucian philosopher Mencius. In contrast to the Legalist philosophers popular in the imperial palaces, Mencius considered the people more important than the state. Mencius wrote: “Heaven sees as the people see; Heaven hears as the people hear.”\textsuperscript{363} Accordingly, the dissatisfaction of the people could remove the mandate of Heaven from a ruler, and place it on another ruler. The Encyclopædia Britannica notes that Mencius

\textsuperscript{360} E-mail from anonymous U.S. Soldier to Dave Kopel (Jan. 2003) (on file with author).

\textsuperscript{361} \textit{See supra Part VI.A.1.}


\textsuperscript{363} \textit{Mencius} 66 (W.A.C.H. Dobson trans., Oxford U. Press 1963)
believed that revolution in severe cases is not only justifiable, but is a moral imperative. 364

The American political philosopher Theodore Schroeder explained that removing tyranny is not illegitimate rebellion. Rather, tyrannical “government is in rebellion against the people.” 365

In the years leading up to the American Revolution, Patriots and Tories alike began to use the term “Body of the People” to mean “a majority of the people,” and eventually, “the united will of the people.” Legitimate sovereignty, Americans said, flowed not from “the Crown,” but from the “Body of the People.” Locating sovereignty in the People, and not in the Crown, meant locating the power to enforce the law in the People as well.

Removing arms from “non-state actors” is too often a formula for removing the sovereignty of the people, placing them at the mercy of whoever happens to be running the government. Some of these governments may be benign, but many are not. The Thirty Tyrants of Athens were not benign, nor is Robert Mugabe, nor are the many other dictatorships whose illegitimate power would be strongly enhanced by prohibition of firearms for “non-state actors.” The people are the only legitimate sovereigns of a nation. An international agenda for the protection of human rights should work to ensure the widespread ownership of firearms by the lawful rulers of a state (that is, the people) while seeking to deprive the real “non-state actors” (that is, the dictatorships) of their monopoly of force.

---

364. Mencius, in 8 ENCY. BRITANNICA 3 (15th ed. 1998) (“When a ruler no longer practices benevolence . . . and righteousness . . ., the mandate of Heaven . . . has been withdrawn, and he should be removed.”).